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EDITORIAL POLICY
The Midwestern Archivist, a semi-annual journal published by the
Midwest Archives Conference, is concerned with the issues and
problems confronting the contemporary archivist. Articles relating
to archival theory and current practice are solicited. Diversity
among topics and points of view is encouraged, and material in a,
wide range of formats-including articles and essays, proceedings
of seminars and workshops, review essays, and progress reports on
special archival projects-will be considered for publication. Ideas
and opinions expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of
the Midwest Archives Conference or its Editorial Board.
Manuscripts should be sent to Anne P. Diffendal, Nebraska State
Historical Society, 1500 R Street, Lincoln, NE 68508. Decisions on
manuscripts will be rendered within ten weeks of submission.
Offers to review books or suggested books to review should be sent
to Warner Pflug, Book Review Editor, Walter Reuther Library,
Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202.
MAC members receive The Midwestern Archivist and the MAC
Newsletter upon payment of annual dues of $7.50; institutional
memberships are $15.00. Single copies of the journal are available
at $3.50 plus fifty cents for postage and handling. Inquiries regarding membership or purchase of the journal should be directed
to William J. Maher, MAC Secretary-Treasurer, University of
Illinois Library-Room 19, Urbana, IL 61801. The Midwestern
Archivist is also available in microform from University Microfilms International.
Articles appearing in this journal are abstracted and indexed in
Historical Abstracts and America: History and Life.
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COMPUTERS, PRIVACY, AND
RESEARCH ACCESS
TO CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
MARGARET L. HEDSTROM
The advent of computer technology and the heightened public
concern with personal privacy in recent decades coincide with
several other developments that make the issue of computers and
privacy an important yet complex one for archivists to address.
Changes in government policies, especially the expansion of state
supported benefits, mandated the collection of more personal
information and expanded the quantity of documentation
available on a wider range of citizens. At the same time, the focus
of historical research has broadened to include an interest in the
composition, attitudes and behavior of non-elites (precisely the
same population on which government agencies compile and
maintain extensive documentation). Other academic fields, such as
sociology and public policy, rely extensively on theories of
behavioralism and on quantitative methodology which necessitate
access to data on the characteristics and behavior of the general
population.'
Despite an increased research interest in the social, economic,
and demographic characteristics of the population and the greatly
improved practices among archives for identifying and making
such information available, research efforts are often hindered by
federal and state legislation which restricts access to a substantial
portion of the historical record. Frequently, such legislation has
not taken the interests of researchers into account, due in part to
the lack of influence by the scholarly community over the shaping
of privacy legislation. While archivists have expressed concern
about privacy and the legislation passed to protect it, they have
been reluctant to become involved in determining how access to
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personal information will be regulated. They have viewed their
role as ambiguous and felt trapped in a compromised position,
recognizing the need both to protect individual rights to privacy
and to make important records available to researchers. By viewing
their role as ambiguous, archivists have been reluctant to intervene
on the side of either the individual citizen, who seeks increased
protection of personal privacy, or the researcher who desires access
to restricted information.
This article attempts to define a conceptual approach to the
issue of privacy which will transcend the ambiguity of the
archivists' role and provide the basis for a more active role in
shaping privacy legislation and making restricted information
available for research in a form that does not threaten anyone's
privacy. Following a review of the impact of computer technology
on record keeping, and a presentation of the conceptual approach
for dealing with the privacy issue, several practical methods for
handling confidential information in machine readable form will
be presented.
At the outset, some basic terminology must be defined. Machine
readable records, also referred to as computerized or automated
records, are records created with the use of a computer which
require access to a computer to transform the information into a
human readable form. Microforms, audio recordings, and motion
pictures are not included in this definition. Data files are the
machine readable equivalents of records series or files of paper
documents. Micro-level data refers to data that have not been
aggregated or summarized, where each observation pertains to one
case, transaction, or event. Data subjects are individuals and
organizations on whom records are maintained. Finally, while this
discussion focuses on personal information about individuals,
most of the comments apply equally to other types of confidential
information, such as records of the financial activities of
businesses.
The application of computer technology to record keeping has
had a fundamental impact on the maintenance, storage,
accessibility, and retrievability of personal information. The
increased capacity of government agencies, private companies, and
research facilities to maintain and manage personal information
has raised concerns about the issues of access to information and
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privacy. While the public shares an awareness that computerized
records pose new threats to privacy, 2 the nature and extent of the
problem are not well understood. Public apprehension, which has
focused on the notion of omniscient computerized data banks that
could assemble detailed dossiers on the characteristics and
activities of large segments of the population, may be misdirected
due to legal, political, fiscal, and technical constraints on the
centralization of computerized information. 3 Meanwhile, many of
the implications of computerized records for privacy go unnoticed
by laypersons who lack the interest or knowledge to evaluate the
effect of new technology. The public appears most concerned with
the technical capabilities of computers to invade privacy. Other
fundamental issues receive less attention: the lack of control over
the maintenance and dissemination of computerized records, the
unequal distribution of power between government agencies and
businesses and their constituencies and clients to access and use the
information, and the barriers to external evaluation of the quality
and use of the information.
On the surface it is apparent that the application of computer
technology can facilitate invasions of personal privacy by making
information more widely accessible at lower cost and greater speed.
The ability to transmit information over telephone lines and to
transfer data from one computing facility to another allows
branches, offices, and bureaus of one or several organizations to
share information more easily and often instantaneously. Through
the use of telecommunications, information in machine readable
form can be disseminated to decentralized locations, and
decentralized banks of data can be transferred to a central location.
Retrieval of information is simplified as well, because the
computer is able to scan records and select in seconds those that
meet certain criteria. Computers can also be used to link records on
one individual or entity from disparate sources by matching
elements of information common to all sets of records, such as
name, address, and social security number.
It is frequently argued that computers not only have improved
access to personal information, but also have increased the amount
of personal information collected. However, the extent to which
computer technology has increased the amount and types of
personal information collected by public and private agencies is
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debatable, and a direct link between computer applications and the
increased collection and maintenance of personal information is
difficult to demonstrate. The U.S. Privacy Protection Study
Commission concluded that "the broad availability and low cost of
computer technology provide both the impetus and the means to
Other studies of
perform new record keeping functions."'
6
computerized records in the United States, 5 Canada, and
7 suggest that computers have altered the form in which
Wisconsin
information resides more than they have altered the content of the
records. Further evidence indicates that the most sensitive types of
personal information, such as narrative evaluations of students,
employees, or 8 clients, are not likely to be found in machine
readable form.
The potential threats to personal privacy posed by the increased
access and retrieval capabilities of automated record systems can be
distilled into three legitimate areas of concern: 1) the use of
computers to scan hundreds of thousands of records in seconds and
locate the records on any individual; 2) the ability to selectively
retrieve records of all individuals who share a set of attributes; and
3) the ability to construct detailed dossiers on individuals by
combining records from a variety of sources. While all of these
activities are possible with manual records, the introduction of
computer technology makes them much more feasible from both
time and cost perspectives. However, it is easier to discuss the
theoretical possibilities for potential invasions of privacy than to
evaluate actual effects. Since empirical evidence is pitifully
lacking, no one really knows how much personal information is
maintained in machine readable form, who has access to it, or how
it is used. Furthermore, many discussions of the threat of
computers to personal privacy fail to recognize that the threat is
not inherent in computer technology. Rather, it stems from the
misuse of the technology and from inadequate or unenforceable
restraints on records linkage, centralization of information, and
dossier building.
In contrast to the potential invasions of privacy made possible
by technological advances, both the lack of knowledge about
personal information in automated record systems and the absence
of systematic control over its dissemination and use by public and
private agencies pose very real threats to personal privacy which
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seldom are acknowledged. While computer technology has greatly
increased user agencies' capabilities to access and retrieve
information, it has simultaneously erected barriers to access to
public records by individuals outside these agencies. For example,
following a survey of machine readable records in major data
producing agencies in Wisconsin, the Wisconsin Survey of
Machine Readable Public Records found that systematic control
over machine readable records is completely lacking. Agencies
have not compiled inventories of machine readable files, and
extensive research is required to identify what confidential
information exists in machine readable form and to ascertain who
has access to it.

Access to public records and an informed public evaluation of
the impact of the computerization of records on personal privacy
are hindered further by the visual obscurity of machine readable
records and by the veil of mystery that surrounds the technical
operations of computer centers. Even if one has the technical skills
necessary to use machine readable data files, essential technical
information required to gain access to the records is often available
only from systems analysts and computer programmers who work
intimately with the particular automated systems involved.
Finally, policies and practices regarding access-to confidential
information often are arbitrary and vary among agencies. In some
cases, access is denied to information that is neither statutorily nor
administratively defined as confidential, merely because the
records are in machine readable form. In other cases, hard copy
source documents may be defined explicitly as confidential by
statute, yet access to the same information in machine readable
form may not be restricted.
The lack of control over machine readable records presents a
formidable barrier to individuals who may desire access to records
maintained about them in order to assess the accuracy and
timeliness of the information. The difficulty of locating and
identifying data files that might be applicable to a research project
also makes research by parties outside of the agencies difficult, if
not impossible. Finally, the arbitrary application of restrictions on
access to public records by government agencies, under often
spurious arguments of protection of personal privacy, has given
the agencies an undue amount of discretion in determining who
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will and who will not be allowed to examine public records. 9 Such
actions have begun to erode the effect of the Freedom of
Information Act and of state open records laws, as well as to create
a climate in which government secrecy can flourish.
Given the lack of control over machine readable records, the
obstacles to monitoring their maintenance and use, and the power
of government agencies to affect individuals through their use of
personal information, machine readable records can pose the
greatest threat to privacy when they are maintained in an
administrative setting. By contrast, when confidential records are
placed in an archives and made available for research, issues of a
more practical and procedural nature must be confronted.
Computers can be used to make restricted information available to
researchers in-such a way that individual identities are masked or
deleted. In addition, the risk of misuse of personal information by
the research community is exceedingly small. As Robert Boruch
and Joseph Cecil point out, "we know of no significant instance in
which a legitimate researcher, when given access to proprietary
records, has exploited the records at a cost to the individual on
whom the record is kept."' 0
The legal and ethical questions of providing access to
confidential information would be simplified if a clear distinction
were made between administrative and research uses of the records.
It is important for archivists and researchers to develop the concept
of such a distinction for both manual and automated records,
because much of the recent privacy legislation has been aimed
toward regulating administrative uses of personal information in
all formats, with little or no consideration for its research
applications. The lack of provisions allowing access to
confidential information for research purposes has resulted in
regulations that make some legitimate research projects
impossible. It has also led to the costly duplication of effort by
researchers who independently collect data that already exist in
administrative records, and to frustrating experiences for those
who attempt to gain access to restricted records. A corollary to this
problem is that as increasing amounts of survey research data are
collected on human subjects, it is crucial that personal
information, offered to researchers with assurances of confidentiality, does not filter back into the administrative arena
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where it could be used as the basis for a decision affecting the
individual. Finally, as empirical evidence plays an increasingly
important role in the design and implementation of social and
economic policies, it is important that third parties gain access to
the data in order to -evaluate the validity and accuracy of the
evidence and assumptions upon which such policies are based.
The Privacy Protection Study Commission urged that a
distinction, or "functional separation," be made between
administrative and research records. The Commission defined the
distinction in an organizational sense, as a well defined separation
of the research and statistical components of an agency from the
decision- and policy-making components." While such a
distinction is crucial, it should not be based on the organizational
setting in which the records are created, but on the way in which
they are used. Many small agencies do not have separate research
divisions, and many large agencies are increasing their use of
internally generated administrative records for research, due to
fiscal constraints on the collection of data and to reluctance by the
public to respond to survey questionnaires.
A distinction can be made between administrative and research
records, based on how use of the information in the records affects
the individuals on whom the records are maintained. Generally,
administrative records containing personal information are used
to make policy decisions on a case-by-case basis which have a direct
bearing on the individual whose records are involved. Personal
information is used administratively to determine if an individual
meets the qualifications for a social service benefit, a driver's
license, or a mortgage; if one has paid all taxes owed the state; or if
one's education and training qualifies him for a license to practice
a particular trade. Research or statistical use of personal
information, on the other hand, is not intended to affect directly
any individual whose records are included in the research project's
database. Rather, the researcher is interested in reporting
anonymous information based on aggregate statistics which
describe a particular group or allow for generalizable inferences
from a sample to a larger population.
In order to resolve many of the legal and ethical questions
associated with confidential information, it is essential to develop
different regulations for its administrative and research uses. Such
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regulations would allow access to restricted administrative records
for research use, as long as the identities of individuals are not
publicly divulged. However, administrative use of confidential
information that was collected independently in pursuit of a
research project would be prohibited. Until such time as this
distinction is clearly developed and implemented, a number of
procedural measures can be employed to make restricted records
available for research.
Machine readable records offer the opportunity to circumvent
some of the restrictions on access to confidential information, and
they provide archivists with a range of choices in determining the
conditions under which confidential information will be made
available. Archivists can place administrative restrictions on the
user, use technical procedures to create disclosure-free public use
versions of the data files, or use a combination of the two
approaches. Each data file must be evaluated separately and the
most desirable approach selected with careful consideration of the
characteristics of data in the file and the extent of the restrictions
that will be required. In addition, the archivist must consider the
potential risk of disclosure, the potential harm to a data subject if
disclosure occurred inadvertently, the cost to the archives of any
procedure employed, and the effect of any alterations of the data on
its potential research uses.
The most practical and widely used procedure for providing
access to confidential information, in both manual and machine
readable form, is to develop contractual or administrative
requirements for the user before access is granted. Such
requirements can range from a simple written statement by the
user, in which he or she agrees not to disclose the identities of any
individuals, to elaborate contractual agreements between the user
and the archives or originating agency. A contractual agreement
might spell out the conditions under which the archives will allow
access; the right of the archives or the agency to review any written
or publicly presented papers, reports, or publications; and the
willingness of the researcher to accept well-defined penalties for
violation of the agreement. Such an agreement might also contain
a clause absolving the archives of responsibility for unauthorized
disclosure if it has made a good faith effort to enforce the
agreement. To my knowledge, the legality of such agreements has
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not been tested in the courts, and it may be burdensome for the
archives to administer these agreements due to the time required to
evaluate the researcher's findings prior to dissemination. However,
this approach has the advantage of placing primary responsibility
for the proper handling of confidential information on the
researcher, where it belongs, and not on historical agencies whose
mission is to provide access to information for research. This
safeguard can be coupled with some of the technical procedures
described below to further reduce the legal liability of the archives
in the rare event of misuse of confidential information by
researchers.
A number of technical measures have been developed to provide
access to confidential information in machine readable form by
masking the identity of individual data subjects or by slightly
altering the micro-level data to prevent disclosure of individually
identifiable information. These procedures fall under the general
rubric of creating disclosure-free or public use versions of data
files. Following these procedures, the archives would accession and
retain a complete version of the data file with all personal
identifiers intact, but it would alter the data that it releases to
researchers in such a way that the identity of individuals would be
protected.
Since the distinction between research and administrative uses of
records rests on the premise that researchers have no intrinsic
interest in the personal identity of data subjects, the easiest and
most obvious solution is to create public use files with all personal
identifiers removed. Computer technology makes it possible to
delete all names, addresses, social security numbers and other
forms of personal identifiers from a data file without altering other
information in the file. However, removing personal identifiers
may not always be advisable or adequate. Archivists must consider
two additional problems: that personal identifiers are essential for
some types of research; and that in some cases, even the removal of
personal identifiers might not adequately prevent identification of
some data subjects.
In most studies, personal identifiers serve merely as an
accounting device and they can be replaced with a set of case
numbers unique to the research project, without reducing the
value of the records. However, personal identifiers are necessary in
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set on the characteristics of the population of a small town,
including occupations, would permit identification of the doctor,
the dentist, the hairdresser, the butcher, etc. Statistical disclosure
can also occur when statistical tables are built in such a way that
individual cases can be identified through manipulation of values
in the tables. The likelihood of statistical disclosure increases
when other sources of information are available on the group
under study. For example, if a city directory listing the occupations
of its residents were available in conjunction with a data set
containing occupational information, some individuals could be
identified on the basis of their occupation.
The risk of statistical disclosure is exceedingly small, yet it may
require additional measures beyond the removal of personal
identifiers to prevent or minimize the risk. Some of the methods
employed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for releasing
demographic data include deleting geographic information for
any area with a population of less than 250,000; deleting
information in instances where less than five cases share the same
attributes; and deleting outlying values, such as incomes above a
certain level.' 3 The release of samples, rather than data on an entire
population, also reduces the risk of statistical disclosure by making
it impossible to determine which cases are included in the sample.
Several methods can be employed to alter the values of data in a
file in order to mask the identity of individual cases.' 4 Some data
files contain only one variable which is considered sensitive, while
the remainder of the information is innocuous, yet valuable for
research. The computer can be instructed to omit that particular
item without disturbing the remainder of the information in the
file. Computers can also be used to adjust the exactness of the data,
by rounding the values for each case and fitting them into a range
of values. For example, exact income figures can be rounded and
released as income categories. Statisticians have developed
sophisticated methods of introducing "noise" or random errors
into data files in such a way that the exact values for some cases are
altered, but the values of aggregate statistics are not affected. A
strategy called microaggregation can also be employed, by which a
few cases are grouped into small clusters and aggregate or average
values for the groups are released. Any of these methods could
reduce the utility of the data for some types of statistical analysis.
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They should be applied only after careful consideration of the
characteristics of each data set and after consultation with the
researcher.
A number of practical methods have been described that can be
used to accommodate restrictions on access to machine readable
records. While computer technology can be used to provide access
to confidential information without disclosing the identity of
individuals, it should not be interpreted as a panacea. Many types
of confidential information are not, and will not be, available in
machine readable form; and evidence suggests that the most
sensitive information is not computerized. The lack of systematic
control over machine readable records, both by the originating
agencies and by archives, makes access to these records difficult for
many researchers. In addition, the procedures used to create public
use versions of restricted access data files often are expensive to
design and implement; they require new technical skills that are
not common among archivists; and they may significantly reduce
the utility of a data file for research.
The legal and ethical questions regarding access to confidential
information are essentially the same for both manual and
automated systems. Archivists must address these questions and
resolve them in such a way that restrictions on access to
confidential information used for research are applied only when
disclosure could potentially harm a data subject and only to the
extent necessary to minimize the potential of harm. The
development of different procedures for administrative and
research uses of confidential information could go a long way
toward reducing the tension between respecting and protecting
rights to personal privacy and making important public and
private records available for research. In the interim, the
techniques discussed here, and many others, can be used to
circumvent some restrictions. Because techniques developed to
provide access to confidential information in machine readable
form are expensive and often unnecessary due to the integrity of
researchers in handling proprietary information responsibly,
restrictions should be reduced as much as legal and ethical
considerations permit. Thus, while a number of practical
strategies have been developed to circumvent restrictions and to
make machine readable records available in some altered form, the
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judicious application of these techniques is dependent upon
further clarification of administrative procedures and basic ethical

and legal issues.
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COPYRIGHT AND THE
UNIVERSITY ARCHIVIST
MARY ANN BAMBERGER
Signal among the legislation enacted by the United States
Congress in October, 1976, was Public Law 94-553, which
provided for the general revision of the United States Copyright
Law and which became effective on January 1, 1978.' With this
first comprehensive revision of the Copyright Act of 1909, a
milestone in the development of copyright legislation was
achieved, and for archivists, the new copyright law is of major
concern. This revision has eliminated the former system of
protecting unpublished works under common law and published
works under statute, which had been in effect since the enactment
of the first United States Copyright Law in 1790. All copyrightable
works, whether published or unpublished, are now under uniform
statutory protection. This and other provisions of the statute also
bring the United States into conformity with international
2
copyright practice.
The Copyright Law of 1976 is also significant for archivists in
other areas, in that it includes provisions for the following: 1) a
new duration of copyright protection for all copyrightable
works; 2) the limitation of exclusive rights of copyright
ownership; 3) statutory recognition of fair use; 4) required
posting of the copyright notice; 5) optional registration of
manuscripts; and 6) control over "works made for hire." 3 The
Copyright Law of 1976 changed many provisions of the 1909
statute; although it has made provisions where none formerly
existed, wording in the new law has remained elusive. For
example, the new law never really defines such areas as "fair use,"
leaving archivists and other concerned individuals attempting to
interpret the concept through "an equitable rule of reason."
Perhaps further definition should be left to judicial interpre4
tation
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The Copyright Law of 1976 and those of its provisions that were
previously passed in 1790, 1831, 1879, and 1909 have as their basis
Article I, Section 8 of the United States Constitution, in which
Congress was given the power "to promote the progress of science
and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and
inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and
discoveries." 5 In essence, copyright legislation has protected, and
still protects, the manner in which ideas are expressed or described,
but not the ideas themselves. 6 The copyright laws of the United
States have attempted to balance the public's right to use the
writings and discoveries of authors and inventors with the private
right to benefit from one's own creative efforts. A delicate balance
between copyright proprietors and public fair use has, therefore,
existed. This juxtaposition had initially been assured by the 1909
Copyright Law, but it gradually became ill-suited to twentieth
century technological developments. The introduction of new
means of expressing, recording, and duplicating ideas and
information through the media of radio, films, television, cable
television, computers, photocopying machines, tape recorders, and
video tapes made the Copyright Law of 1909, in part, outdated. 7
Modern technological developments, especially in the areas of
reproduction and dissemination, have been a cause for concern on
the part of copyright proprietors, and copyright infringements
have occurred.
The two familiar examples involving fair use of materials have
been Williams and Wilkins v. the United States8 and Benny v.
Loew's.9 In the former case, the United States Court of Claims
supported the right of federal government agencies to photocopy
entire articles from specialized medical journals and to provide
them at no charge upon request to scientists, libraries, and
business firms, the audience for which many of these articles had
been written. In the latter case, the 9th United States Circuit Court
ruled that copyright infringement had taken place when a
television sketch used not only the plot, but also most of the
dialogue of the movie "Gaslight." On the one hand, Section 107 of
the 1976 Copyright Law has permitted the use of copyrighted
published articles, while at the same time it has restricted the use of
copyrighted scripts. Fair use of materials has been and will
continue to be subjected to judicial interpretation, unless the
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United States Congress further defines and clarifies the fair use
provisions of the new law.
The period since 1955 has been a formative one in the history of
copyright legislation. Throughout this period legislation had been
repeatedly introduced into the United States Congress, but many
delays had occurred; not, however, out of concern for users of
copyrighted works for educational purposes-libraries, archives,
scholars-nor from an understanding of how the proposed
revisions would affect educational institutions and/or archives.
Rather, legislation was repeatedly blocked because of the lobbying
efforts of publishing houses and other commercial users. It was
difficult for the latter group to agree on provisions affecting their
own interests. However, copyright legislation favorable to the
interests of copyright proprietors was finally passed by Congress
and the copyright bill was signed by President Gerald R. Ford on
October 19, 1976. Educational users, including users of archival
materials, received no significant benefits.' 0
The balance of this article addresses specific problems relating to
the copyright status of college and university archival records and
presents hypothetical solutions. The issues discussed include: 1)
"works made for hire"; 2) official records of the institutions;
3)
personal papers of faculty members and literary rights; 4)
dissertations and other unpublished materials; and 5) fair use of
institutional records, including general access considerations as
well as use in exhibitions. The underlying objective is to stimulate
discussion among college and university archivists of these
problems and of related issues. This article does not presume to
give legal advice nor to discuss fully all the parameters of the
copyright law in the areas identified above, since many of the law's
effects have not been immediate and will only become known as
they develop over time and/or are defined through litigation.
The archives of a college or university consist of both current
and non-current official records of the institution, with the former
status generally including publications and ephemera and the
latter status usually applicable to administrative records of the
chancellor or president, deans, department heads and directors,
and the institution's financial records. Non-current records housed
in the archives are generally at least ten years old. Official records
include correspondence, minutes of meetings, photographs and
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other visual materials, theses and dissertations, memoranda,
student records, and financial records, among other materials
created and received by college or university personnel in the
course of transacting the institution's business. The archives,
though, may also house published material, personal papers of
faculty and alumni, faculty and student organizational records,
and related manuscript collections. In fact, at a number of colleges
and universities throughout the country the thrust of the archival
program is in the creation of a manuscript collection rather than
in the development of the institution's own archives. Some of the
discussion which follows, then, relates to manuscript collections
in general and not strictly to college and university records.
The status of college and university records can depend on
whether the institution is private or public. Both private and
public institutions of higher learning may define themselves as
corporations, and in interpreting the Copyright Law of 1976,
many of them have applied the "work made for hire" clause to
their official records." These institutions, in effect, are corporate
authors, employing people to write correspondence, memoranda,
reports, brochures, handbooks, catalogs, and the like. In this status
as corporate author, the college or university that has authorized
the creation of these materials retains physical ownership of them
and also possesses the copyright in such works made for hire.
Normally, the right to copyright a work or to assign copyright
belongs to the creator of the work. However, when an individual is
specifically employed by an institution to prepare a "work made
for hire," the right to first publication resides with the college or
university, not with the individual, and the institution has the
right to distribute and use the work within its own environment
without further compensation. When these works are published,
the issuing institution may or may not copyright them, but it
to possess the
physically owns the materials and still continues
2
copyright until they enter the public domain.'
There are benefits that an institution may grant to an individual
who creates a "work made for hire." The college or university may
market a specific work which yields an income, and the institution
may assign to the employed creator a share of that income. For
example, the University Committee on Copyrightable Works at
the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle reviews cases of this
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nature individually and makes recommendations concerning each
one to the University of Illinois president and board of trustees.
The creator of the "work made for hire" may be given up to fifty
per cent of the net income, with the remainder being retained by
the university to cover its direct costs and any other expenses
incurred. Copyright ownership of the materials still resides with
the university, unless the documents have entered the public
domain. 13
Private institutions of higher learning have latitude in
restricting access to their official records and in not allowing
researchers to publish, reproduce, and/or quote from them,
whereas public institutions of higher learning are subject to state,
federal, and/or local governmental regulations. Access regulations
for public institutions vary widely by state, ranging from those of a
state where the bulk of its public records are the official papers of
government employees to those of a "public records state" where
the laws provide that the official records of public institutions are
also open to the public unless specifically restricted. In such cases,
college and university archives must make their records abailable
to the public upon request.
Generally, the official records of public institutions are not
copyrighted and are thus in the public domain where anyone may
freely photocopy, publish, and/or quote from them.' 4 However,
since records are the physical property of public institutions, the
institutions can establish uniform procedures that regulate access
to materials marked "for internal use only" and/or "confidential,"
and researchers can be expected to follow specified procedures
before access to these records is granted. College and university
archivists should know if their institution has any regulations
governing the handling of this type of document, and when no
rules exist, the archivist should establish them in consultation
with the appropriate administrative officials and/or the
institution's legal counsel. In administering confidential records,
the archives should require users to sign an access application
form in which the nature of their research study is described. Users
should also be apprised of the archives' rules governing the
photocopying and publication of such materials.' 5
There are, however, materials within the archives of private
institutions that are subject to governmental regulations. Among
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them are student records. Federal regulations control the creation,
retention, and/or disposal of these records, as well as how
information from them is disseminated, and the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 extends these controls
to private institutions' archives.' 6 In another area, private
institutions of higher learning apply for and receive grants from
federal and state agencies. Records pertaining to such grant
projects are subject to federal and state government regulations
relating to: 1) retention and/or disposal schedules, 2) access to
records, and 3) submission of progress and final reports to the
granting agency. Reports submitted to granting agencies are
generally made available to the public, and they are in the public
domain. Supporting materials which contain additional information relating to the grant project are the property of the private
institution, and access to these records may be restricted unless
otherwise prohibited by government regulations. Archivists of
either private or public institutions of higher learning, then, must
be familiar with federal, state, and local governmental regulations
so as to determine their applicability to the institution's records17
and to interpret these regulations to users of archival materials.
The bulk of records-departmental correspondence, memoranda and reports-found within college and university archives is
unpublished, and most will never be published. Further, college
and university archivists have defined the word "publication" to
include occasional papers, newspapers and newsletters, yearbooks,
conference proceedings, and the like. Unlike departmental records,
these publications may be widely distributed on campus; they may
be printed or mimeographed, and certain publications occasionally are sold to recover costs. Generally these publications have
not been copyrighted, yet they are protected by the Copyright Law
of 1976 in that they are the "original works of authorship fixed in
any tangible medium of expression, now known or later
developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a
machine or device."' 8
Students, faculty, and administrative staff of colleges and
universities have often authored articles, or written poetry and
prose and the like for particular campus publications, perhaps not
thinking that the item might be reprinted in some other format.
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The following examples are of instances where the writings are not
"works made for hire." In 1950, Rhetoric 101 students at the
Chicago Undergraduate Division at Navy Pier wrote poems, essays, and prose which they handbound to make the only extant
copy of It Takes All Kinds. The book was presented to the
university's head librarian, and it was cataloged and placed in the
main book collection until it was retired to the university archives.
It is possible-although perhaps not likely!-that someone would
wish to publish these student-author works in another format.
The archives also has several poems and articles which Jane
Smith composed and wrote for Metzo, a literary magazine sponsored by the English department. The publication was not copyrighted. Whether Ms. Smith achieves fame in the literary world is
secondary; she still retains the copyright to her materials, since no
release assigning rights to the magazine had been signed. She has
not lost her copyright through ignorance, nor may the institution,
which owns these publications, take her copyright away from her.
In the example of the student works, no release is in evidence
either. College and university archivists have a responsibility to see
that the copyrights of these individuals, albeit quasi-anonymous
authors, are protected as long as the copyright tenure is in effect;
and before any of these works are published in another format, the
student/faculty authors' permission should be sought.' 9
The copyright statute states clearly that an archives or library
may make one copy of an unpublished work for the purpose of
preservation, security, and/or deposit for research use in another
repository. An archives, though, may receive requests from fifty
different repositories to photocopy the same item; each request is
handled separately and only one copy is provided to each one of
the fifty repositories. There is, however, some disagreement among
archivists relating to making one or more of these copies available
to other repositories for scholarly use. Some archivists feel that in
making extensive photocopies available to other repositories, we
may be taking away the author's right of first publication, while
can be made for scholarly research under the
others feel that copies
20
fair use provisions.
Further, the relationship between the copyright proprietor and
the college or university archives can be similar to that between an
author and a publisher. That is, graduate students in varied
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disciplines have generally placed their dissertations on deposit in
the archives and/or library of their respective institutions. By
copyright statute the archives or library may photocopy and
deposit one copy of each dissertation in another institution for
research use, unless expressly forbidden to do so by the author. So,
it is possible that the archives or library might photocopy Jim
Doyle's dissertation 100 individual times. Would this amount of
photocopying affect the marketability of Mr. Doyle's work, should
he seek to obtain a contract from a publisher, especially one whose
market may include educational institutions? Have we in reproducing one photocopy at a time of the dissertation, multiplied by
100, affected the potential market or the economic value of the
work? Have we infringed upon the marketability of such dissertations by commercial distributors? Clarification of this provision of the copyright law through judicial interpretation is
2
needed. '
College and university archives may also house materials that
are non-archival; that is, those materials that are not the official
records of the institution. Materials in this category may be defined
as the personal papers of faculty members, alumni, and civic and
social welfare leaders, as well as the records of faculty, student,
private, and public organizations. These non-archival materials
should be handled like manuscript collections, and college and
university archivists must be familiar with applicable provisions
of the Copyright Law of 1976.
Manuscript collections, when received by the college or university archives, may or may not become the actual property of the
institution. The archives might accept private records, such as the
Ridgewood Cemetery Association records, on an indefinite "deposit" basis or for a specified period of time. The archives agrees to
house such materials and make them available for research use, but
it does not own collections of papers that are on "deposit";
ownership still resides with the depositor.
Ownership of the physical property of the records is generally
transferred to the archives by the donor through an instrument
known as a "deed of gift." The "deed of gift" may also include a
transfer of copyright to materials found within the collection, but
the donor is not always able to transfer copyright. Collections can
be donated or sold to the archives by someone other than the owner
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of the copyright. For example, Helen Simmons donates manuscripts which she tound in the attic of the house slhe 1)rchascd. Ms.
Simmons is not the creator of the collection of personal papers;
they were created by Henry Beam, and it is Mr. Beam or his heirs
who own the copyright to the papers-correspondence, notes,
unpublished articles, manuscripts-that he created. Among his
personal papers might be many letters written by prominent
political figures and other individuals. The copyright to these
incoming letters cannot be transferred to the archives by either Ms.
Simmons or the Beam family, since they do not possess copyright.
The donor cannot transfer to the archives the copyright to materials created by other individuals whose correspondence and
other writings might be included in the collection of personal
papers. Only the creator of these works or his/her heirs may
transfer their copyright to such materials. Thus, in essence,
ownership of copyright to materials is distinct from the physical
22
possession of them.
The archivist would obviously find it easier to administer
collections of manuscript materials if the repository possessed any.
and all copyrights to materials in-house. But, in accordance with
ethical standards and practices, college and university archivists
should apprise donors of manuscript materials of their own and
others' copyrights before a deed of gift has been signed in which
these rights might be transferred unknowingly to the repository.
The donor of the papers, who may not necessarily be the creator of
them, should also be informed of the provisions of the copyright
law, including: 1) duration of copyright, 2) photocopying and
fair use of materials, 3) termination of the transfer of copyright,
and 4) the potential need for restrictions on access or use. Not all
donors of materials are sufficiently astute in dealing with such
contractual agreements, since the donation of manuscript
collections is usually done only once during a lifetime.23
Also, archivists should respect the right of livelihood of creators.
For instance, Dean Orwell, a donor, has published articles and
books on city politics and related subjects, and among his personal
papers are unpublished drafts of manuscripts which are
potentially marketable. Indeed, these literary pieces may be his sole
means of support, or they may provide him with an additional
source of income. The concern here is not with the creator's
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financial status, but with his right to benefit from his creative
efforts, and with the archivist's potentially conflicting role in
advocating the public right to use his writings for scholarly study.
In dealing with Dean Orwell and other donors, the archivist
should create an environment in which confidence and trust are
established between them as they discuss the terms of the deed of
gift. The archivist should clearly specify all the rights and
obligations of donors, of the repository, and of users, including all
options which the donor has relating to 1) restricting materials, 2)
retaining copyright to his/her work, 3) photocopying, and 4)
access to manuscripts, among other areas of concern. Then, if
Dean Orwell or other donors transfer any or all of their copyrights
to the archives, they do so with knowledge of all the available
options and, hopefully, with a feeling that they are being treated in
an honest and equitable manner by the archivist.
The Copyright Law of 1976 gives repositories the right to
exhibit a work; that is, to either display the original work or a
facsimile directly or show it indirectly by means of such visual
images as slides or films. 24 The work, whether it is an original or a

copy, may be displayed publicly in a gallery or in exhibit cases
without the consent of the copyright proprietor. We can also
conclude that the 1976 Copyright Law gives the archives the right
to loan out these works to other repositories for exhibition
purposes without seeking the consent of the copyright owner. Fair
use of materials coupled with educational exemptions for
photocopying play important roles in25 determining the rights
given to repositories to display works.
Archivists are responsible for compliance with, but not for
enforcement of, the Copyright Law of 1976.26 One of the minimal
requirements for compliance is that of posting a warning notice
concerning copyright restrictions. The notice must state:
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, U.S. Code)
governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of
copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified in
the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a
photocopy or other reproduction. One of these specified
conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to
be "used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research." If a user makes a request for, or later
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uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess
of "fair use," that user may be liable for copyright infringement. This institution reserves the right to refuse to accept a
copying order, if in its judgment, fulfillment
of the order
27
would involve violation of copyright law.
'Repositories should have a written policy and researchers should
be asked to place their requests for photocopies in writing and then
sign an agreement specifying that the copies requested are for
scholarly purposes and not for further reproduction. Either the
request forms for photocopying or a table top notice of copyright
should give a warning that photocopied material may be protected
by copyright. The inclusion of a clause relative to photocopying in
the deeds of gift covering certain collections is essential, since
nothing in the copyright law can force a repository to make
photocopies if the archives has a deed of gift in which the donor
has prohibited or limited photocopying.
Although archivists are responsible for compliance with the
Copyright Law of 1976, they are also responsible for seeking
clarifications of those provisions in the new law that affect the
operations of college and university archives. As mandated by the
statute, the Copyright Office conducted public hearings to
determine the effects of the law on repositories and libraries, and to
judge whether the intended balance between the rights of
copyright owners and the needs of users of works has been
achieved. These regional public hearings were designed to elicit
views, comments, and information from all interested persons,
including copyright proprietors, librarians, and the users of all
types of libraries. The Copyright Office sought the participation
not only of organizational representatives, but particularly of any
individual whose informed opinion might contribute to the
preparation of their final report for the United States Congress and
to possible recommendations for changes in the copyright law.
One such opinion, stated in testimony before a hearing panel
reviewing the effects of sections 107 and 108 of the statute, is that of
the Society of American Archivists Task Force on Copyright. The
SAA Task Force called for clarifications in the law, especially as it
applies to unpublished materials. Their testimony includes the
following:
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The application of sections 108(d) and (e) to the copying of
unpublished materials for individual researchers is the major
area of uncertainty. Archivists do not question that the
discussion of 108(d) and (e) during the drafting and passage
of the law emphasized published materials; this was true for
nearly all aspects of the law and 108 is no exception. However, permission is given in 108(d) and (e) to libraries and
archives to make copies for individuals, under certain
conditions, from copyrighted collections or copyrighted
works. There is no use of the word published in these two
subsections, as there is in subsection (c), which is clearly
confined to publications only. The materials administered
by archives, that is, primarily unpublished materials, are
now copyrighted collections or copyrighted works and, thus,
should be covered by-these subsections... Nevertheless,
because many archivists are uncertain about the language of
the law and its application to the photocopying of unpublished materials, and because a narrower interpretation of
108(d) and (e) has been offered, there is a danger that the law
may have a negative effect on photocopying for scholarly
purposes. Archivists request relief from this position of uncertainty. We believe that a clarification of sections 108(d)
and (e), affirming their application to unpublished materials, will be of significant28 benefit to the users and administrators of these materials.
The Copyright Office has concluded these regional hearings and
is preparing a report on one of the most troublesome issues of the
new law; that is, the photocopying of copyrighted works in
libraries and archives. The Copyright Office intends to incorporate
this report and other findings gathered from the public hearings
on the effects of the 1976 Copyright Law into its final report. It
expects to present this report to the United States Congress in
January,

1983.29
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THE ARCHIVIST
AND
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
DAVID A. CLARY
Although we do not often connect in our minds the realm of
books and papers with the secular concerns of environmental
management, the keepers of archives, manuscripts, and documentary collections can play an important role in the conservation
of the natural and cultural resources that make up the world we
inhabit. In fact, archivists and librarians are and always have been
''environmentalists." They take care of an important part of that
category of cultural resources known as "objects," which along
with sites, structures, and districts significant in history,
archaeology, architecture, or culture, comprise the tangible cultural heritage of our communities, states, and nation-an integral,
prevalent, fragile, and very significant part of the human
environment. The "objects"-that is, the books, manuscripts, and
documents-that archivists and librarians safeguard are especially
important, for uniquely among cultural resources they communicate to us in human language. Upon their conservation depends
the longevity of our intangible cultural heritage, the language,
information, and traditions that are the principal means by which
we can appreciate the value and significance of the tangible.
The document custodian shares many concerns with those who
manage other cultural resources, not the least of them being
management philosophy, policy, and techniques. But archivists
have not limited their range or their concerns to their
repositories-or at least they did not so restrict themselves in the
early days. The people who began the major efforts to preserve
papers and documents important in our history, especially those in
state and local historical societies, were also prominent in the early
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historic preservation movement. Their role was crucial in
identifying, marking, and protecting places important in local or
regional history at a time when historic preservation was
associated chiefly with the monumentation of a few nationally
significant properties.
As guardians of the collective memory, leaders of historical
societies were most aware of the changes their communities had
undergone. They were the ones who could prove that there were
once forests nearby, or that the land had formerly teemed with
game. They knew perhaps better than others the price their
communities had paid for "progress," even as they guarded the
records of social and economic progress. It should come as no
surprise, therefore, to know that among the people who
established archival and manuscripts collections were many who
played important roles in founding programs for the recovery of
wildlife, the designation of parks, the regulation of tree-cutting,
and other concerns now encompassed by our broad use of the term
"conservation." 1
As our concepts of conservation, of the range of things that
comprise the human environment, and of environmental
"quality" have expanded, so have the programs, procedures, and
activities-from basic research to plain red tape-that sprout
inevitably around any substantial public interest. It is those
manifestations of public concern with environmental quality-as
opposed to the environment itself-to which the archivist
increasingly must respond. The following is a brief survey of
activities that we associate with environmentalism and the kinds of
relevant materials that the archivist may have in his collection-or
may not have but whose conservation he should encourage-to
which he might steer various users who often will be unfamiliar
with the existence or potential value of such records.
To a certain extent the story is one of materials whose value has
not been generally appreciated. Perhaps that is because the
archival trade is chiefly a historical one, and its most influential
clients are academic historians, whose interests are often narrow.
Generally speaking, academics are most comfortable with the
written word in its most prosaic array; they are not inclined as a
rule to conduct their research in technical reports or documents, in
graphics, in professional records, in legislative and judicial
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records, in the literature and records of other fields, or in
documents that pack a maximum of data into a minimum of space
by eliminating verbiage-that is, ledgers, accounts, tabulated or
daily observations, or other documents that systematically record
empirical data with little or no analysis.
For example, the Gifford Pinchot Papers comprise probably the
largest collection of private papers in the Library of Congress.
That collection, and the smaller but still massive ones of Gifford's
brother Amos and wife Cornelia Pinchot, represent a substantial
share of the Library's manuscript holdings. But despite the
appearance of completeness, the family's financial records-their
meticulous accounting of income and expenses, receipts, cancelled
checks, and the like-apparently were not regarded as being of
historical value, and were left at Grey Towers, the family's home in
Pennsylvania. Fortunately, those records still survive there, and
have proven of inestimable value in research for the historic
structure report and other investigations undertaken to support the
restoration, refurnishing, and public interpretation of Grey
Towers as a national historic landmark. 2 Moreover, their value
goes beyond the needs of historic preservation. Anyone curious
about how the genteel rich handled their money and other wealth
in the 19th and early 20th centuries will find that collection
unequalled.
Such records contain vital facts about historic properties that
cannot be found elsewhere. Yet in most such projects we must
work without family financial records even when other family
papers exist. A notable and instructive exception is the William
Howard Taft Collection, also at the Library of Congress, which
includes family financial records so meticulous that they permit us
to know every item of furnishing in the President's boyhood home.
But despite such happy accidents, too often such material is culled
from a collection in the mistaken belief that only letters, diaries,
and the like have historical value.
In conducting research on historic structures, many odd
categories of documents can be useful. Builder's contracts,
employment records of construction personnel, lists and accounts
of materials used in construction, insurance accounts and
appraisals, tax assessments, building or utility or alteration
permits, bills of sale, trade catalogs, photographs, city views,
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records of divorces, probates of wills, records of lawsuits or other
judicial proceedings, abstracts of titles, reports of building
inspectors, and of course the drawings and specifications for
construction or alteration-all these, and others, can provide
unique and very valuable clues to the physical character and
evolution, occupation, maintenance, use, and significance of a
historic structure. They may be crucial to the successful pursuit of
a restoration or other development for public benefit. The recent
growth of architectural archives is therefore pleasing to the historic
preservationist.
Structural investigation, of course, is only part of historic
preservation. Historians and archaeologists use state archaeological inventories, rosters of state historical markers, the WPA
inventories of public buildings, and other such collections to begin
work that will result in the identification of properties that require
attention for their cultural value.
But other valuable sources of information on past human
occupation of a given landscape tend not to survive. For example,
acquisition of large areas by the federal and state governments is
preceded by examination of the lands to describe and appraise
them before purchase. Yet the National Archives and Records
Service and most state depositories apparently do not consider the
records of those examinations to be worthy of permanent
retention. All over the country they are being discarded in the
belief that only the instruments of purchase-deeds and bills of
sale-have permanent value, and even those only in the event of
possible challenges to ownership. 3 Into the dumps are going
descriptive materials on lands, land use, family economics,
vegetative cover, agriculture and grazing, soil conservation,
merchantable timber and other resources, buildings and structures,
and other facts. Such information has great potential value to
historians, geographers, anthropologists, folklorists, architectural
historians, archaeologists, agronomists, soils scientists, land and
resources managers, planners, botanists, ecologists, hydrographers, geologists, economists, and political scientists-in short,
to anyone who has any interest in the natural and cultural
resources or the human occupation and alteration of a given
landscape in the past, or who must understand those phenomena
in the present against the background of their origins, or who must
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plan, manage, use, develop, or preserve those lands and resources
in the future. Since the bulk of those materials relates to parks,
forests, recreation areas, and designated wildernesses-lands for
which a major commitment to protecting resource values has been
made-it is especially regrettable that we deprive ourselves of a
valuable tool with which we might pursue that commitment.
Of course, there is always the problem of space in our
depositories-a problem we share with nearly every other public
program. But too often substantive material is discarded to make
space for records that actually have little real content. Anyone who
has had to wade through relatively recent government correspondence has found himself mired down in puffery and gobbledygook
and nagged by the fear that what he sees may bear little relation to
the actual conduct of government, which was probably pursued
over the telephone. The solution, of course, is better records
management-read "culling'-to insure that the worthwhile
remains and the nonsense goes. Quick judgments that textual
documents are automatically valuable and other kinds of records
are not, should be avoided. The reverse is very often the case.
It is even more important to protect documents relating to the
physical features of urban areas, for the range of plans and
decisions involved is so much greater and affects many more
people. In inventorying the cultural resources of a community in
preparation for, say, the designation of a historic district or the
development of preservation ordinances, it is important to
appreciate that in recent years there has been a tendencyespecially among architectural historians-to assess resources and
recommend action solely on the grounds of current esthetics. 4 This
is especially noticeable in the tendency to look principally for
structures and districts that represent mainstream styles of
architecture, and reflects to a great extent the failure in recent years
of cultural historians to contribute fully to historic preservation.
But esthetic or architectural history alone will not identify places
that are significant in a community's history and culture for
reasons not physically evident; nor will it relate the progressive
social, political, and physical development of the community to its
present conditions, good and bad.
Whether or not cultural (that is, historic, architectural, or
archaeological) resources are involved, documents reflecting the
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material culture of the past may be useful in urban planning and
administration. Many of the categories of documents useful in
describing a single structure can in a broader way apply to a
cityscape.
Certainly, we ought to be more aggressive about preserving
municipal records, especially those of a technical sort, for they say
more about our communities in real terms than does any amount
of political posturing in the city council. The reports, inspections,
permits, and plans of city engineers, fire marshals, utility
inspectors, building offices, highway superintendents, and the like
tend to be very substantive and immediately useful for those who
must work with the legacy of early occupants of those offices. For
major public buildings and other structures, we ought to seek
complete documentation on the physical (as opposed to the
political, legislative, or economic) aspects of construction, use,
The recent
management, and maintenance over the years.
discovery of the construction superintendent's set of annotated
drawings and specifications for the Brooklyn Bridge has been of
great importance for the continued maintenance of the structure,
as well as for the more general interest in its historical and
architectural significance. 5 For a number of public buildings, the
availability of structural data derived from construction and
maintenance documents has made the difference between
continued use and demolition in favor of new construction. From
another standpoint, it might be suggested that the explosion
several years ago of an abandoned underground gasoline tank that
killed several workers on the Washington, D. C., subway system
could have been prevented if the city's records of such structures
had been available or used.
As with records of private enterprise generally, we have been less
than diligent in safeguarding professional records of architects and
engineers, despite the prominence of those professions in our
society. Although there is a growing interest in the subject among
architects, at least, and although advances in microphotography
have simplified the storage problem, we have a long way to go. An
especially sad story is that of the professional legacy of Frederick
Law Olmsted, whose business and personal papers, along with
those of his sons, his firms, and their successors, have been donated
to the Library of Congress. The many thousands of drawings,
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however, remain the property of a successor firm, in whose offices
in recent years a substantial share of them have been destroyed by
flooding.
That is in contrast, by the way, to the American Institute of
Architects' enormous, simply staggering collection of drawings
and related materials of the great architect Richard Morris Hunt
and his sons, which is very well preserved-but without the
slightest scrap of personal or business papers with which to place
them in proper context. Since both Olmsted and Hunt had a great
influence on our environmental consciousness, and because the
constructions of both men remain important national resources,
the incompleteness of their records is certainly regrettable.
There are other environmental concerns affecting society. It is to
be hoped that uniform efforts are being made to protect the key
factual records of hospitals, coroners, local and state public health
agencies, insurance commissions, occupational safety agencies,
and the like. There are a number of public health problems that
can be met only as a result of good record keeping. Consider the
issue of whether the widespread use of antibiotics is selecting out
new, more lethal varieties of disease organisms. Ultimately, the
question can be answered best if we can compare the records of
drug distribution with the records of incidence of disease.
Better records ought to be kept of people and places affected by
hazardous enterprises. Witness the difficulty the U. S. Army
recently had in trying to locate former soldiers involved in atomic
bomb tests that were made less than a generation ago. We may face
even greater challenges when we try to track down the people and
places affected by past uses of chemical pesticides. Will we have the
documentary evidence to discern the full effects of the Three Mile
Island incident a couple of generations from now?
When we mention the environment, most people think of a
general concern for lands and natural resources or the
deterioration of air and water quality. The records keeper has an
important role in responding to that interest. But a large share of
the most valuable material is of a sort that does not appeal to an
academic historian, and may therefore not be recognized as being
of potential value to others-the previously mentioned government realty appraisals, for instance.
A documents librarian may have in the mustier corners of his
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collection reports dating far back into the 19th century on such
subjects as the role of the buffalo in the prairie ecosystem, the
effects of domestic grazing on range soils and vegetation, the role
of fire in prairie and forest environments, the vitality and habitats
of species now regarded as endangered, the mechanics of river
flooding, and so on. These are subjects of great concern today, to
scientists and citizens alike, but they were not invented this
morning. Considerable money is being spent on research into
questions that may have been answered long ago, or for which
invaluable information may lie in old research records of federal,
state, university, and independent investigators.
Much land use planning and management would be improved if
it were based on a sounder understanding of the origins of present
conditions. State and federal civilian and military records, which
are generally well protected, offer a wealth of environmental data
that unfortunately have not been used because the scientists don't
know they exist and the historians don't understand them. Military
post surgeons' records, for instance, include detailed weather
observations for areas where it is generally assumed that such
information is unavailable. The field notes of surveyers, and their
lists of corner trees, may permit an ecologist to make a fair
reconstruction of an ecosystem as it existed at the time of the
survey. A variety of military and civilian records can provide clues
on the early and recent role of man in various ecosystems,
something utterly beyond the ken of too many ecologists and
natural resources managers.
Valuable environmental data can be gleaned as well from private
and industrial sources. In appreciating the present conditions of a
natural area that a land manager may be trying to restore, a timber
company's records detailing what was being cut, where and when,
give us an unparalleled description of a forest prior to its removal.
However, it has been the author's experience that too often just
such industrial records-relating to field operations and
production (the chief sources of environmental data)-are
discarded in favor of head-office correspondence and the like. Even
the reports of company timber cruisers, who located and made
greatly detailed assessments of lands and timber deemed worthy of
purchase, may be discarded as too technical or specific to be of
interest.
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A number of other records of state agencies are useful in natural
resources management. Perhaps the best are those compiled by
almost every state geological survey, whose staff observed and
recorded competently nearly everything in and on the lands they
examined, in many cases entire states. Through proper
employment of these and other frequently obscure materials a
number of possibilities emerge. For instance, by compiling a
record of weather and climate, fires, human influences, and other
aspects of a forest insect's habitat over the last century or so, we
might afford to the entomologist a sounder understanding of the
insect's place in the ecosystem, identify coincidences or sequences
that may explain why we regard the bug as a pest, and perhaps
suggest how to protect a timber resource without disturbing other
environmental values. It should be possible for us to write a history
of an ecosystem, to give to the ecologist a sounder understanding of
the origins of present conditions and to the wilderness manager a
tool for realistic management plans. We ought to be able to trace
the history of an endangered species and its habitat, to determine if
the species truly is endangered from a historical perspective, and if
so, what are the possible causes of its endangerment.
In short, there is a wealth of material of immediate
environmental import accessible to the archivist. By steering
practitioners of a number of disciplines toward it, the archivist
might thereby broaden the range of support for his program to
include scientists, engineers, and others. At the same time, he
might be able to refine the standards for the types of materials
whose future preservation he will promote.
Finally, there is an especially important category of documents
that is disappearing through simple failure to appreciate its
importance. Apparently, the National Archives does not regard
field and laboratory research notes as worthy of permanent
retention; most are discarded after ten years, some surviving as
long as twenty-five. 6 Perhaps that is an acknowledgement that
most research now conducted by the federal government is
pointless and self-indulgent, but I think not. Research notes are
the only way to understand and verify the facts and conclusions of
the research; their preservation is integral to the ethics of the
scientific method. Additionally, they may offer information not
reflected in any reports or publications that emerged from the
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research. A geologist prospecting for gold a century ago might
have noted the occurrence of pitchblende, but not reported it
because it was not germane to his chief subject; only his notes,
therefore, point us to this source of uranium. The scientist
investigating the question of whether rain follows the plow may
have recorded in great detail the flora and fauna, the population
and agriculture, the weather, and other facts about the area he
studied, but his report will focus chiefly on the main question.
Today's scientist might be interested in everything except the
report, since that question was put to rest long ago.
In short, archivists and librarians are both environmentalists
and the guardians of environmental understanding. They are in a
good position to perceive the wider potential of their collections
and thereby expand the numbers and varieties of those who use the
materials in their care. In doing so, they may have a profound
impact on the natural and cultural resources that concern us all.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Besides the many historical and genealogical societies that undertook to
protect historic places, many individuals in the 19th century translated their
knowledge of history into public action to protect natural values. George
Perkins Marsh, historian and diplomat, produced in 1864 the book Man and
Nature, revised and republished in 1874 as The Earth as Modified by Human
Action-a work traditionally regarded as the fountainhead of the conservation movement. Franklin Benjamin Hough, a physician, became an important regional historian and archaeologist-not to mention anthropologist,
folklorist, and a remarkable number of other categorizations-of upstate New
York. While helping to found historical societies and establish protection for
historic sites, in the 1870s he turned to forest conservation, spearheaded the
drive for federal conservation legislation, and in 1876 became the first person
ever appointed to a forestry-related position in the federal government. His
multi-volume Report Upon Forestry, produced over several succeeding years,
provided the real basis for forestry and conservation programs in the United
States.
2. John G. Waite et al.,Grey Towers Preliminary Historic Structure Report
(Albany, New York: Preservation/Design Group, 1978; reprinted Washinton: Government Printing Office, 1979), prepared under contract for the
U. S. Forest Service, History Section, Washington, D. C.
3. This is based on the author's personal experience in the U. S. Forest Service,
which has received massive returns of those and other materials from the
records centers in recent years. Experience in certain other records retention
incidents supports the comments below about research records.
4. The author has addressed this problem at length in several speeches and
publications, including "Historic Preservation and Environmental Protection: The Role of the Historian," The Public Historian 1 (Fall 1978): 61-75.
5. A delightful recent account of the bridge drawings is David McCullough,
"The Treasure from the Carpentry Shop: The Extraordinary Drawings of the
Brooklyn Bridge," American Heritage 31 (December 1979): 19-29.
6. The only explanation I was ever able to get for this was that it was believed
that the reported results of research were sufficient to safeguard the knowledge involved-and in any case, time marches on, and old science goes out of
date. That is very wrong-headed, in my opinion. It is the conclusions and
judgments in reports of research that go out of date. That is not true of the
factual observations made during the course of research-they are unchanging, and can support revised conclusions.
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RETROSPECTIVE AND CURRENT
ORAL HISTORY PROJECTS:
A COMPARISON
ANNE R. KENNEY
In the summer of 1789, Louis XVI of France was more
preoccupied with his hunting than with affairs of state. His diary
entry for July 14th recorded only his disappointment with the
hunt: rien, nothing. Less than two years later, the great grandson
of the Sun King had himself become the hunted and was destined
to lose his life on the guillotine. Had Louis XVI lived another
twenty years to write his memoirs, what would he have said about
July 14th, Bastille Day, other than that the hunt had been poor? It
seems certain that his retrospective version would have been
colored by later circumstances: by whether or not he had been
successful in putting down the revolution and in keeping his
throne-as well as his head.
An account written at the time of an event is considered a more
reliable source than one written many years later. The closer the
document is to the event it narrates, the better it is likely to be for
historical purposes.' If this is true for the written source, what
about the oral history? Traditionally, oral history has been
considered a means of recapturing the undocumented past or of
supplementing the written record. Historians compare oral history
to memoirs and autobiographies. This view overlooks one of its
greatest potentials. A memoir can only represent someone's
reflections on past deeds or events. An oral history can do that too,
but it can also record how an individual feels at the time an event
takes place. In that sense, a current oral history is much more
comparable to a diary entry or a letter.
The purpose of this article is not to justify oral history as a
research source or to claim that current oral histories are
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necessarily better than retrospective ones. Rather, it seeks to
illustrate some of the advantages of conducting oral histories at the
time an event is taking place by comparing them to ones
undertaken many years later. Four projects conducted by the staff
at Western Historical Manuscript Collection-University of
Missouri-St. Louis (WHMC) serve as examples. Two are
retrospective projects and two are contemporary, and their themes
complement each other nicely. The first set documents strikes in
St. Louis: interviews with women who picketed the St. Louis
garment industry in the 1930s can be compared to those covering
the St. Louis teachers' strike of 1973. The other projects focus on
women fighting for their rights. One is with suffragists and early
members of the League of Women Voters; the second covers
activities surrounding Missouri's International Women's Year in
1977.
In the summer of 1933, when the National Industrial Recovery
Act guaranteed the right of workers to unionize, the International
Ladies' Garment Workers Union (ILGWU) launched a nationwide drive to organize dressmakers. In the St. Louis garment
district, over two thousand women dressmakers struck the
forty-eight shops making silk and cotton dresses. Although the silk
dressmakers won recognition within two months, the cotton
dressmakers remained on the picket lines much longer. At some
locations, strike activity lasted into 1935. A series of photographs
in the Western Historical Manuscript Collection documents these
strikes. By showing them to retired ILGWU members, the staff was
able to locate women garment workers of the 1930s who had
witnessed the scenes depicted in the photographs. Interviews were
conducted 2with both women who had struck and those who would
not strike.
The first strike in the history of the St. Louis public school
system took four thousand teachers out of the classrooms in
January of 1973. This strike had more than two sides. The St.
Louis Board of Education represented the status quo, while the
position of the teachers was complicated by two bargaining units,
the St. Louis Teachers Association, affiliated with the National
Education Association, and Local 420 of the American Federation
of Teachers, AFL-CIO. At the beginning of the strike, one-third of
the teachers belonged to the union, one-third to the association,
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and one-third remained nonaligned. After the strike had continued
for several days, the Western Historical Manuscript Collection got
involved. The staff collected all available manuscript material,
including correspondence, strike bulletins, and copies of lawsuits,
and kept a running clippings file from the two daily newspapers.
A team of four, including two university professors, interviewed
teachers who belonged to the union, the association, or were
unaffiliated. None of the board members, administrators, or
lawyers would consent to make a tape recording while the strike
was in progress. However, some agreed to be interviewed
immediately after the settlement. 3
The St. Louis Equal Suffrage League, organized in 1910, was a
member of the National American Woman's Suffrage Association
and the precursor of the League of Women Voters of St. Louis. It
was quite active in the years immediately preceding the passage of
the 19th amendment. In 1916, for example, when the National
Democratic Convention assembled in St. Louis, the league
organized a dramatic demonstration called the Golden Lame. Seven
thousand women, wearing yellow sashes and carrying yellow
parasols, lined both sides of the street leading to the convention
hall-a veritable gauntlet through which delegates to the
convention had to walk. Over the next three years, the league held
political rallies, collected signatures, and in 1919 hosted the
National Suffrage Association meeting. During the convention,
news came that the Missouri state legislature had just passed the
presidential suffrage bill. This prompted Carrie Chapman Catt,
the president of the association, to call on women in America to
raise up a League of Women Voters. St. Louis suffragists organized
a city league over the summer, predating the national organization
by several months. During the 1920s, this league engaged in voter
education and endorsed political candidates, a decision it later
abandoned for non-partisanship. Because the Western Historical
Manuscript Collection houses the papers of the Equal Suffrage
League and the League of Women Voters, the staff was able to
locate several women who had been active in both groups.
The first National Women's Conference met in Houston, Texas,
in November, 1977. It was the only time in the history of the
United States that the federal government sponsored and paid for a
meeting of discontented citizens to determine their grievances.
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Congress authorized the creation of a national commission to
organize the women's conference and allocated five million dollars
to the project. To prepare for the Houston conference, the national
commission appointed coordinating committees in each state.
These committees convened state meetings to elect delegates to the
conference and to pass resolutions for discussion there. In Missouri
the coordinating committee disagreed with the elected delegation
over the issues of abortion and the Equal Rights Amendment. The
Western Historical Manuscript Collection staff convinced both
sides to share their papers and conducted interviews with key
participants to document the division between the two groups. 4
These four examples illustrate some of the differences between
retrospective and current oral history projects. One of the more
obvious distinctions concerns the pool of potential interviewees.
An oral historian conducting a current project has the luxury of
choosing from a greater number of persons to interview. They are
easier to identify, they are alive, and they are in the area. The
likelihood of getting the whole story is greatly increased, for one
can revise the number of interviews necessary to fill the gaps. The
more time that has passed since the event, the smaller the available
pool from which to choose. Those who are interviewed may leave a
view that is out of proportion to the actual event or to their role in
it. Of course, this can happen in current projects as well, but an
interviewee may be more accurate if he or she understands that
others interviewed can confirm or deny the story. The four projects
offer ample proof of this. Despite many hours at the ILGWU
Retirees' Hall and the aid of a woman who had been active in the
garment industry strikes, the staff was able to locate and interview
only seven women, of whom three had chosen to strike. For the St.
Louis teachers project, interviews were conducted with over twenty
individuals representing all sides of the controversy. The WHMC
was able to locate four women who were involved in the St. Louis
suffrage movement over sixty years ago. In the IWY project, nine
women were interviewed. Many more could have been and perhaps
should have been interviewed. The point here is that in current
projects one selects whom to interview rather than having that
choice made by the passage of time.
There is a problem, however, in current projects, especially
controversial ones. Although the participants are available, they
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may not consent to be interviewed, as was the case with
administrators during the St. Louis teachers' strike. The offer of
closure in some cases will overcome this reluctance. In the IWY
project, for instance, a tape with four women who participated in
the Missouri state meeting is closed until the final resolution of the
Equal Rights Amendment. With those who flatly refuse to speak at
the time an event occurs, it is possible to set up a "future
interviews" file and turn a current project into a retrospective one.
Interviewees may be more readily available in current projects,
but interviewers may be better prepared in retrospective ones. They
will have the luxury of consulting written sources and can take
their time in designing the interview. Those who cover an event
while it unfolds cannot afford time for reflection, nor can they rely
on traditional research materials which have not yet been
produced. During the St. Louis teachers' strike, oral histories were
conducted while the news broke, with the interviewees being
informed sometimes only seconds before the interviewers. What
written documentation was available became obsolete in light of
changes recorded via telecommunication. In the suffragist project,
on the other hand, interviewers were able to prepare thoroughly by
consulting articles, newspaper accounts, publications, and the
papers of the St. Louis Equal Suffrage League. The oral histories
gathered information that was not duplicated in writing by
concentrating on reflections, comparisons, and personal analysis.
Written documentation, however, can sometimes prove less
helpful than it first appears. Those who worked on the Truman
Oral History Project complained that although they had access to
the Truman papers, the papers themselves did not document the
decision making process. 5 Of course, the main danger with
retrospective projects is that written documentation will be scant. This was true in the garment workers project. The WHMC began
with only newspaper accounts and a set of photographs. Staff
members who approached union management for access to old
files were turned down. Bringing up problems of forty years ago
was not deemed wise or important. In both retrospective and
current projects, the interviews may represent the only records,
other than newspaper accounts, that are ever created. For This
reason, it is often necessary to spend much of the interview on
simply reconstructing the event itself. This problem can occur with
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both types of oral histories, but is much more prevalent in current
projects where the oral history represents the first and perhaps the
only record. In retrospective projects, it usually represents the last
record.
It is important to stress the differences between the intent of a
current oral history and that of an interview conducted to prepare a
news story. Journalists have deadlines, so their coverage of an
event will be limited. They may take only enough time to
interview one person from each "side," when in reality there may
be more than two sides. The press, for example, almost completely
ignored the non-delegate caucus of women who went to Houston
to represent pro-choice and ERA women in Missouri. A newspaper
interview is conducted in order to give a relatively complete story
as soon as possible. The oral history has a different purpose. It is
conceived not as the end product of research, but as another source
for research and, therefore, must be guided by traditional tenets of
historical scholarship, primarily objectivity, accuracy, and
thoroughness. 6 Alfred B. Rollins, Jr., in an article for The Nation,
discussed the role of historians in oral history:
They must stress their professional role in the process ...
decide who to interview, seek central issues and push aside

trivia... The TV tape of a network news interview is no
substitute for an oral history session. The most obvious
reason being that the subject should be willing to say for oral
history many things he was7 not prepared to divulge to the
entire contemporary world.
Charles Morrissey was even more adamant. He advised oral
historians to read the transcript of Lawrence Spivak's Meet the
''8
Press and then "do just the opposite from the way he does it.
The most important difference between current and retrospective oral histories is the element of time. A retrospective project
is not a product of the age under investigation; rather, it represents

perceptions filtered through subsequent years. The further one
gets away from the time being studied, the more variables one must

consider in evaluating an account as a primary source. An eighty
year old person reminiscing about the 1920s not only must reach
back sixty years, but also will be biased by events in the 1930s,
1940s, and so on. Tough times in the 1920s may not seem so bad
after one has lived through the Depression. As Ron Grele noted in
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an article entitled "Can Anyone Over 30 be Trusted," "the now
informs the discussion of the then." '9 For this reason, a crash oral
history program began immediately after President John F.
Kennedy's death. Interviewers felt that the advantage of immediate
recall uncorrupted by after-thought outweighed the lack of
preparation. "My impression," said Charles Morrissey of the
project,
is that the closer you can interview the man with respect to
the events he was engaged in, the better the interview will be.
If you can get him soon after it happens, he still gives you the
values, assumptions, attitudes and view points of the man
he was at the time these things happened. For example, I
interviewed John Bailey ... about a month after the
Assassination. He was still JFK's Chairman of the Democratic National Committee. I came back a year later and
did another interview. He was a different man ...We did
better in the aftermath of the assassination than we did as
time went on.' 0
The women interviewed in the garment industry project varied
widely in their employment and union activities. Yet they shared a
common sense of personal satisfaction in their work. Their tales of
harrowing working conditions, long hours, and poor pay were
mellowed by subsequent years and ironically by the gains that were
made once unionization took place. "I liked it better then,"
confessed one of the women. "What, in the piece work days?"
challenged her sister, "You liked it better then? Why, you weren't
making no money! You work hard now, but you're getting paid a
lot better." "I think the harmony was so much better then. There
was something about it.""l In the project with Missouri suffragists,
one woman dismissed the idea that they had been radical or "blue
stockings," perhaps because of her later conservatism or her
disapproval of feminist activities today. "I think a married woman
has all the right in the world to do as she pleases" conceded Isabel
Houston Dobler, "as long as she keeps her home.... if she doesn't
have a family.'
She could not remember much opposition to the
suffrage league, although some newspaper accounts at the time
had been very critical.
This time factor also affects the interviewer. Whether one has
lived through it or not, the interviewer will perceive the period
through present biases or knowledge. One of the garment worker
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photographs shows a woman holding a collar torn off her coat,
with a policeman standing nearby. The interviewers assumed it to
be an example of police brutality documented in other cities
during the nation-wide strike. This preconception was corrected
by one of the interviewees, who identified a scab roughed up by
those on the picket lines.
Current oral histories can more accurately reflect a person's
motives and emotions than can retrospective ones. They may also
be distorted by those emotions. A person interviewed at the height
of a crisis may be much more interested in defending his or her
position than in giving a sober account. In the St. Louis teachers
strike project, the board members were not interested in discussing
the question of union or association membership, but this was a
red hot issue to the teachers. Board members preferred to talk about
tax rates and finances, which were of limited interest to teachers.
One striker summed up his feelings about the board: "Even if they
could prove they didn't have the money, we still wouldn't believe
them, it's gone too far."'" The IWY leaders originally saw the oral
history project as an opportunity to criticize each other or were
interested in discussing only certain issues. When asked about her
replied: "I
position on the Equal Rights Amendment, one delegate
take no particular strong interest in ERA one way or the other. I
have a personal opinion but I don't think it's relevant and I don't
care to spend any time on it.

' 14

Current projects may uncover the forces behind an issue, but
retrospective histories will often result in more thorough analysis
of those events. Mary Jo Deering, in summing up a project to
document a school desegregation plan in Maryland, noted that
while a current project can provide the basic chronology of fast
moving events and of the exact roles and motives of various actors,
it is extremely difficult to evaluate a complex social phenomenon,
such as integration, when one is a participant in it. The further
one is away from an event, particularly a controversial one, the
more perspective one will gain on it. Thomas C. Reeves cites just
this reason for interviewing McCarthyites in the 1970s, after many
of the passions of the Cold War years had dimmed and his
contemporaries were in their mid to late 60s. 16 Eula Carson, who
was instrumental in the final negotiations for the local ILGWU,
reflected on the give and take between the garment industry and
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the workers: "You go in there 'bull headed' you know you're not

going to get very far. You've got to sit down and talk things over,

bring out their points and then you begin to put the two points
together ... then we'd see who wins.''17
Just as perceptions are likely to change with time, so does
memory. A study conducted by sociologists Ralph Daken and
Donald Tennant offers some interesting observations on memory
over time. They interviewed members of a water conservation
organization at the height of a controversy and then reinterviewed
some of them one year later, repeating many of the original
questions. Of these questions, three were factual (years of

education, residency), and four were attitudinal, relating to various

aspects of the organization during the same year (opinions on
leadership, agreement on goals, early achievements). Their results
showed a consistency of response of 63.3%, which was higher for
factual than for attitudinal data (68.2% to 60.2%). They also tested
by age group and found progressively lower degrees of consistency
with advancing age. Their final conclusion was that the rate of
inconsistency on questions relating to recent conditions seemed
significantly lower than on those dealing with conditions in the
8
more remote past.'
The four St. Louis examples seem to bear out Daken's and
Tennant's findings. In the teachers strike, for example, the
important issues to each side were clear. The interviewees could
name names, figures, and the progression of daily events. The
women interviewed in the garment industry project, however, were
unclear about the details and the chronology of the strikes. Several
got the strikes of 1933 mixed up with the strikes of 1935; and there
was a good deal of inconsistency in describing working conditions,
hours, and pay. Memory was the poorest among the women who
had struggled for the vote. At the time of their interviews, all were
in their late 80s or early 90s. One of the women, who had been
active in the equal suffrage league at the time, was asked if she had
participated in the "Golden Lane" demonstration during the
National Democratic Convention of 1916. She could not remember
her own involvement: "somebody said they knew I was in it, but I
9
can't remember, so I just don't claim it.
Some interviewees may compensate for poor memories by
sticking to oft told tales. One oral historian even believes that most
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oral histories contain far more rehearsed than unrehearsed
memories.2 0 Three of the four suffragists interviewed told the same
story in almost the same words, as if they shared a collective
memory which had been polished over the years. When one of
them was questioned further, she could not remember beyond
those details she had "memorized." She rebuffed further
2
questioning by replying: "I think I have given you the gist." '

The problems of poor memory can be countered to an extent by
a skillful and informed interviewer. One suffragist's memory did
improve when a general question was followed by more precise
ones. Asked about the size of crowds at suffragist meetings, she
responded, "I haven't the slightest idea" but was able to recall the
attendance was not very large when asked specific numbers.22 In
some cases, props can stimulate half forgotten memories. When
the garment workers were shown photographs of the strikes, they
were able to recognize themselves and friends. Some of them dug
into their attics and basements to share more photographs and
scrapbooks of their own.
Oral histories record what people think they have experienced,
either at the time or years later. Their perceptions are likely to
change in the interim. Current oral histories may have the
advantage of recording the details, the emotions, and the motives,
while a retrospective interview will often produce a more
thoughtful analysis. Archivists would enhance the historical
record by having both versions.
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APPRAISAL OF
CURRENT PRIVATE PAPERS
AND COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
EDMUND BERKELEY, JR.
Appraisal of private papers is the process by which materials are
selected for inclusion in the holdings of a manuscripts repository.
This process norm!,,9 )3 conducted at two levels. The appraiser
must first decide whether the collection as a whole belongs in the
repository, and must then determine whether specific sub-groups,
series, sub-series, or individual items within a collection should be
retained. The process of appraisal at the second level is an
important and controversial one, and it deserves more study and
thought by archivists. This paper will, however, deal chiefly with
appraisal decisions at the first level, and especially as those
decismons relate to collection development in manuscripts
repositories.
Every manuscripts repository should analyze its collecting
interests, recommend specific policies to its governing body, and
request that this body formally adopt a statement of the collecting
policies to be followed. Once this is done, its curators will be able
to make considered appraisal judgments at the first level.' Mary
Lynn McCree wrote in an article published in the Drexel Library
Quarterly in 1975 that "an institution... is... interested.., in
complementary, interrelated bodies of consecutive files of
manuscripts that provide detailed information on a person, event,
organization, period of time or subject."2 It should so define its
collecting interests.
One way in which the archival profession might assist in resolving the problem of manuscripts repositories that compete for
the same collections would be to encourage repositories new to the
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collecting of manuscripts to draft collecting policy statements that
single out areas in which no nearby institution is already
collecting. Certain institutions have crafted statements of
collecting interests that leave the staff free to seek almost anything
to which expediency may lead them. Such statements should be
discouraged by the profession. With the growth in recent years of
the number of institutions that are collecting private papers, it
should be possible to establish unique areas of collecting that
would do much to ensure the preservation of a broad perspective of
historical documentation. Yet statements of collecting interests
that inevitably conflict with those of other institutions seem to be
the rule. Richard Berner, in a review of the SAA manual on
appraisals, wrote that
few modern manuscripts repositories are doing effective jobs,
because contemporary papers are being relatively neglected.
For example, if you were to answer the question "How many
metropolitan areas in the U.S. are being documented through
materials collected by manuscripts repositories?", the answer
would be "Few." This neglect is the result of appraisal
decisions and points to a critical problem .... 3
There are many areas in which unique collections could be
assembled by an institution new to the business of collecting
private papers. In the article quoted earlier, Mary Lynn McCree
has a good example of the process that could be followed by an
institution in selecting a collecting area in which to specialize.
Richard Maass advises the novice private collector of manuscripts
and autographs to choose a unique collecting area unless the funds
available are unlimited. 4 Why should not novice institutions be
adviscd to do the same?
Curators have an obligation to their profession and to
scholarship not to waste precious resources in fighting each other
for private papers. They need to work harder to publicize their
holdings and their profession so that institutions interested in
developing collections of private papers can learn easily what the
strengths of collections in their area are, and what is not being
collected. Within Virginia, for instance, there are some fertile fields
of collecting open to any agency that is interested: business records;
agricultural records, both of individuals and of the many
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organizations generated by agriculture; and the tourism business,
to name only three areas.
There is, of course, vested self-interest when an older collecting
institution attempts to steer a repository new to collecting into
specialities outside its own collecting area. Nevertheless, the
profession needs to do more to convince newer collecting agencies
that, while imitation is highly flattering, not every institution can
expect to assemble collections that will equal those of the
Houghton Library, or the Beinecke Library, or the State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, or the Humanities Research Center of the
University of Texas. Resources for manuscripts collecting are
limited, and should not be wasted on duplicate efforts.
Once a formal statement of collecting interests has been issued as
a statement of institutional policy, the curators are ready to
undertake appraisals of private papers. The first step in the
appraisal process is to determine whether the collection under
consideration lies within the bounds of the collecting interests
established by the policy. This decision usually is not difficult,
whether the papers be current or older. Some time may have to be
spent to determine what, in fact, the collection contains. But once
this is known, the curator who is familiar with the repository's
collecting policy should be able, in most cases, to decide whether
the collection should be added to the holdings.
It is useful for the curator to know the collecting policies of
nearby institutions in particular, and of other institutions in
general. Should the collection being appraised not fit the
collecting policy of the curator's institution, it may then be
possible to recommend to the owner one or more institutions that
probably will be interested in it. The curator may even go further,
with the owner's permission, and contact another institution
about the collection.
Unfortunately, an appraisal decision occasionally can be more
complicated for the curator than simply determining its suitability
for the institution that he or she represents. Curators rarely are
administratively independent. They frequently work in libraries
where they report to librarians, or they work in historical societies
that have directors and boards of trustees, or they report to
university presidents. The curator is in a difficult position when
one of these administrative superiors decides that the repository
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should accept or seek a collection that does not fit within the
defined limits of its collecting policy. A university president must
seek favor with wealthy alumni, for instance, and may flatter an
alumnus with the request that he donate a collection of early New
England legal documents to the library of his university-that is
located in North Carolina. The curator of the manuscripts
collection may learn of this gift only after it has already been
settled between the president and the alumnus. Ken Duckett has
called this problem "expediency" and has written that it "can rear
learn to
its head in any collecting agency and the curator must
5
accept it or to do battle, whichever is his nature."9
Perhaps the best way for the curator to defend the collecting
policy against such independent action by administrative
superiors is to involve them in the affairs of the manuscripts
repository. Drafts of letters of solicitation, or of thanks, may be sent
to administrators with the request that the letters be sent over their
signatures. These superiors should be invited into the repository at
every opportunity, and should be sent all of its newsletters and
publications; they should be educated to the programs and needs of
the manuscripts operation. If the curator is a familiar figure to the
superior, perhaps he will be consulted before the negotiation with
that wealthy alumnus begins. The curator may then be able both
to keep the superior happy, and to please the alumnus by helping
to locate the proper New England institution to which the
collection of New-England legal documents might best be donated.
All the skills that the curator develops and refines in the process of
acquiring collections that are wanted for the repository come into
play in dealing tactfully with an administrator who wishes to
override the stated collecting policy. Defending the collecting
policy against the expedient decisions of superiors is part of the
appraisal process for the curator, but it is not the most common.
When a curator refers to appraisal, the image that forms in the
minds of most archivists is that of the curator opening file drawers,
poring over papers, making notes, checking reference books, and
preparing a report, perhaps only mental, in which the conclusion
is reached either to accept or to reject a collection. In ma1y ways,
the appraisal of current personal papers is performed in much the
same way as records are appraised before their transfer to an
archives. T. R. Schellenberg wrote in The Management of
Archives:
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Most recent private records have the organic quality of public

records and are therefore archival in character. This is the case
with all records produced by corporate bodies such as
businesses, churches, and schools, and all records produced by
persons in relation to extended activities. Only small groups of
personal papers, and artificial collections brought together
from a large number of sources, lack organic characteristics. 6
Schellenberg and others have written extensively on the evidential
and informational values that public records may have, and it is
accepted today that these terms also apply to manuscripts
collections. The most important characteristic of bodies of current
private papers is their informational value, that is, as Schellenberg
wrote, the "meaning of their own without relation to their sources
or reference to other manuscripts in a collection, " 7 or, more
succinctly, "The only thing that matters is the information-that is
in them. "8
It is, of course, the determination of that unique value that is
difficult for curators. Margaret Cross Norton composed for an
article published in 1944 a statement often quoted since: "It is
comparatively easy to select records of permanent value, relatively
easy to decide on those of no value. The great bulk of records are
borderline." 9 It is because so many records are borderline that
Schellenberg warned, "Any scholar with a little intellectual
ingenuity can find a plausible justification for keeping almost
every record that was ever produced."' 0 The curator must be
especially careful not to fall into this intellectual trap. Because
many curators were trained originally as scholars in graduate
schools of history or allied disciplines, it is especially easy for them
to allow their scholarly impulses to overwhelm their training as
archivists. The curator must keep in mind Schellenberg's warning
that "archivists dealing with modern records realize that not all of
them can be preserved, that some of them have to be destroyed, and
that, in fact, a discriminating destruction of a portion of them is a
service to scholarship."" Margaret Norton's 1944 article states the
problem faced by archivists and curators:
The most difficult phase of the selection of records for preservation and for destruction is to decide whether or not they
have present or potential value as source material for the study
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of history, biography, genealogy, economics, sociology, or
other forms of research. Literature is filled with thrills over the
discovery of important facts in the most unlikely places and
wails about the 2attics which were cleaned out just before the
authors arrived.'
Robert M. Warner and Ruth B. Bordin have pointed out that the
difficulty of selecting current papers is much greater than when
dealing with papers that are older:
We understand what records of a hundred years ago merit
keeping. We can assess the importance of correspondents; we
know which movements played a crucial role in the American
scene. When we relegate things to the trash barrel we can have
some confidence in our judgment. Recent personal papers are
frequently those of living persons, sometimes men or women
whose active careers are still in mid-stream.... [C]an the
archivist...assess the eventual importance of the public
figure himself? Also, what of the people who make up his
correspondents, his aides, even his constituents?'
There is no easy way to answer these questions. Bordin and Warner
note that some archivists have advocated that contemporary papers
be stored in their entirety, "leaving the weeding process to future
generations."' 4 Rather than simply weeding the collection, these
archivists believe it would be better to reappraise it at some later
date.
In a session at the 1980 SAA annual meeting, Leonard Rapport
of the National Archives and Herbert Finch of Cornell University
gave interesting presentations on the reappraisal process followed
in their respective institutions. Both agreed that the passage of
time may bring changes in the standards under which records or
manuscripts originally were appraised. Leonard Rapport, while
arguing that in the best of all possible worlds, every scrap of paper
should be kept, believes that in this less-than-perfect world,
archivists must measure the importance of records, especially the
evidential value hallowed by Schellenberg. He pointed out that
one of the favorite words of archivists, "permanent," does not
appear in the Federal Records Act of 1950, which speaks instead of
"records of continuing value," an important and useful
distinction. Both speakers agreed that archivists should regularly
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values" of their holdings, be they records
measure the "continuing
5
or manuscripts.'
Curators who must sometimes accession collections for various
expedient reasons may wish to establish tickler files to remind
themselves to reappraise certain collections when the political
climate will allow. Whenever the appraisal process is carried out,
the curator must bring to it considerable skills, training, and
possibly the soul of an artist.
Margaret Norton commented in 1944 that "selection... calls for
exceptional judgment.., the British call it an art...." 1 6 Perhaps
this statement continues to have merit. Over the years, archivists
may have perceived appraisal as an art and hesitated to write about
the subject, believing that they were not artists. Certainly, there
was very little in the literature of the profession on the subject of
appraisal until the past few years. Most of what is there pertains to
records of various types.
In the most recent extended discussion on the subject of
appraisal that appeared in a manual prepared for the SAA
(Archives & Manuscripts: Appraisal and Accessioning), Maynard
Brichford wrote: "The archivist considering the records to be
appraised will study their age, volume, and form, and will analyze7
their functional, evidential, and informational characteristics."'
The manual then treats administrative values of records, and then
turns to research values. It is in this latter area that the appraiser of
personal papers will separate him- or herself from the appraiser of
public records. While the appraiser of public records certainly
must consider such characteristics, it is less common that the
research values of public records will be the single most important
factor in an appraisal decision.
Brichford breaks down his discussion of research values under
the subheadings of "Uniqueness," "Credibility," "Understandability," "Time Span," "Accessibility," "Frequency of Use," and
"Type and Quality of Use," and his discussion of each is most
valuable.

18

To determine research values, the appraiser of current private
papers must be in contact with developments and interests in many
fields of scholarship, and this obviously is impossible for any
single curator. Their training as historians at least allows many
curators some confidence in assessing the potential research uses of
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collections from the point of view of the historian. But what of the
social scientists, economists, sociologists, lawyers, genealogists,
political scientists, public historians, specialists in government,
demographers, and the multitude of other specialists that are
turning to archives and to manuscripts repositories for sources for
their studies? How can a curator keep in mind all of these research
interests? The curator can read books and journals, talk to
colleagues, and attend professional meetings whenever possible.
But there is no easy way, especially in a small repository that does
not have staff specialists in subject areas, and that cannot afford
many journal subscriptions.
Usually, the limited staff of small repositories means that the
person who appraises new collections also probably will spend
considerable time dealing with patrons. When a specialist in a
discipline with which the staff is not familiar visits the repository,
perhaps the researcher can be persuaded to give a brief talk to the
staff about this field. At least, staff members will spend some time
with the researcher learning about the specialty in order to
determine what among the holdings may be useful, and will thus
learn something of the unfamiliar field.
Maynard Brichford devotes considerable space in his SAA
manual to the problems of administering a collection of papers,
because the costs of administration are an important part of an
appraisal decision.
Accessioning, cleaning, unfolding, dating, replacing and
labeling folders, removing paper clips and rubber bands,
weeding, preparing and indexing finding aids, boxing,labeling, and shelving all require time and money. These costs are
weighed against the future usefulness of the records....
Although the processing cost per cubic foot of records varies
for different archives and types of records, it is a constant and
determinable factor in the archival appraisal decision.' 9
Added to these factors must be those of preservation costs,
microphotography if the material must be filmed for preservation,
preparation of safety film from nitrate, and storage and other costs.
Weighing the costs of administering a collection is a relatively
new factor to many archivists and curators, although Brichford
quotes Philip Bauer's 1944 statement, later published in a
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National Archives Information Circular, that "values must be
weighed against costs." 20 Most archivists and curators are not as yet
acquainted with cost analysis-as perhaps they should be-and
they do not tend to think of the costs of processing and servicing a
potential collection in monetary terms. But curators are certainly
familiar with cost in terms of the time that it will take staff
members, student workers, or volunteers to arrange and describe a
collection so that it may be used by patrons. Certain collections can
be extremely costly in terms of time, and most curators would agree
that the papers of persons active in public life in the mid- to latetwentieth century are the most costly because of their volume, if for
no other reason.
Appraisal decisions for curators examining large collections of
modern private papers, when the cost of processing must be
weighed against the research value of the collection, could be eased
if more were known generally about the "half-life" of the average
office file folder. In other words, how long will that average office
manila filing folder, containing twelve to fifteen pieces of
correspondence and memoranda written on cheap sulphite paper,
survive in usable form before the paper is too brittle to handle
without damage? How much longer will the contents survive if
transferred to an acid-free archival folder? The difference in
estimated years of survival probably will prove to be so slight,
because of the poor quality of the sulphite paper, as to make the
almost-religious transfer of private papers from their original
filing folders into acid-free ones an inordinate waste of time (and
money). If modern private papers may be kept in their original
folders, curators and their staffs should be able to spend more time
appraising the research value of files, destroying useless series and
files, and preparing finding aids that would greatly speed the work
of the researcher. Archivists should find in the journals they read
reports of the results of research into the survival expectancies of
paper, folders, boxes, and other materials they handle in their
work, because the results of such research can have profound
effects on appraisal and other decisions that they must make.
It is reassuring to see archivists and curators who are concerned
about the bulk of contemporary personal papers participating in
conferences that consider, among other subjects, the appraisal and
processing of such papers. The 1979 conference in Washington,
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D.C., on the papers of United States senators is a good example.
The work that the Midwest Archives Conference and Lynn Wolf
Gentzler have done in analyzing the research use of congressional
papers and the suggestions that Gentzler has made for potential
weeding based on that pattern of use, as well as Eleanor McKay's
article in The American Archivist concerning random sampling
techniques for reducing large collections, are exceedingly valuable
2
reading for all curators who deal with large modern collections. '
One of the more useful approaches that has been tried by some
farsighted curators in coping with the papers of persons who are
still active is to contact those persons to obtain a commitment of
their personal papers before they retire. The curators have also
arranged for the staffs of their repositories to work with the
potential donors' office staffs in surveying the papers, and in
preparing recommendations about which series should be retained
and designated for eventual transfer to the repositories, and which
others may be destroyed as soon as administrative usefulness has
ended. There is nothing new about this technique, of course: it is
called records management, but it is rarely practiced by collectors
of personal papers, and it should be. It eliminates much of the
awesome task of attempting an appraisal of great quantities of
papers at the time that an election has been lost, a new office is
being assumed, or a death has occurred-when time is short,
emotions are high, and patience is lacking. Creative records
management of this sort allows curators to appraise and reduce
collections that are desired for their institutions under favorable
circumstances, when proper archival judgments may be made. The
process may be difficult if the office staff is not a good one, and if
the filing system is poor, but perhaps a better filing system may be
suggested- tactfully-by the curator. It would be cheaper to work
with an office staff to create a better filing system than to process
and weed poorly arranged files later on.
Another professional problem brought about by the bulk of
modern private papers that also relates to appraisal and collection
development is that of stack space. Few repositories have unlimited
stack space. Should a curator accession a few, large modern
collections of private papers that fall within a particular area of the
collection development program, knowing that these few
collections will occupy nearly all of the available stack space and
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thereby make it impossible to add materials in its other stated
collecting areas? Again, there are no easy answers. In some
instances, the decision to seek the few large collections will be the
correct one because careful appraisal will reveal their importance
to the repository's collecting program. Expediency can also enter
into such deliberations, and the curators concerned must assess
their circumstances very carefully.
Most curators working with private papers have more trouble
with the second level of appraisal, that of determining whether
particular sub-groups, series, or sub-series of collections should be
retained, or, in the case of small collections, whether individual
pieces should be destroyed. Bordin and Warner argue that "only
the professionally trained person can make an intelligent
judgment, ' ' 22 and both Leonard Rapport and Herbert Finch
concurred in their presentations at the 1980 SAA annual meeting.
Decisions about retention within the collection or separation
either to the trash or for return to the donor must be made, and not
avoided. It is a professional responsibility to make such decisions.
The same process must be followed to reach a decision about
retaining, destroying, or returning part of a collection as was
followed in determining whether to accession the collection. An
added factor is determining the importance of the part to the
whole. In some cases, it is easy, just as it often is not difficult to
know that a particular collection is valuable-or worthless. But
Margaret Norton was correct in writing that the "great bulk of
records are borderline." The curator learns quickly that a difficult
professional decision is required: does a series of papers have
enough potential research value to justify the expense of further
professional attention, processing, storage, and so on? Experience
and knowledge of the holdings of the repository again are big aids
in reaching second-level appraisal decisions. Consultation with
one's archival colleagues often is useful, as can be contact with
experts. But it is the curator who finally has to say that one series
will be retained while another one will be sent to the trash, and a
third will be returned if the donor wishes to have it.
Appraisal for the curator of a repository for private papers
means today far more than the process of decision about the
acquisition of a collection, or the retention within a collection of a
series or a single document. It is a process that involves many
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aspects of the modern profession of archivist, and that may invGlve
the archivist-curator in some of the most difficult decisions of a
proferssional career.
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Automation, Machine-Readable Records, and Archival Administration: An Annotated Bibliography. Compiled and edited by
Richard M. Kesner. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1980.
65 pp. Author, journal, and subject indexes. Paper. $4, members;
$6, non-members.
In recent decades, the steady growth in the rate of production of
recorded information has led to rapid expansion in the quantity of
archival holdings, and an increasing portion of these records is
machine-readable. In addition to the complexities of the
information explosion, archivists are also faced with an increase in
the number and variety of uses of their holdings, including
computer-assisted research. To assist archivists in their efforts to
manage machine-readable archives, to use computers for
administrative and bibliographic control, and to understand the
nature of quantitative research, Richard Kesner has compiled and
edited an archival automation bibliography.
The 293 citations to works concerning machine-readable
records, automated information storage and retrieval, and
quantitative research are drawn from the literature of archives
administration, records management, micrographics, library and
information science, quantitative research, and museum management. Citations for 196 journal articles are drawn from 48 different
publications, but most are from Records Management Quarterly
(30), American Archivist (28), Historical Methods Newsletter (19),
ADPA (Automatic Data Processing and Archives) (17), Computers
and the Humanities (14), and Journal of Micrographics (13).
Entries begin with 1957, but most were published during the 1970s.
A chart in the Introduction analyzes both the chronological and
subject distribution of the entries.
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This compilation updates Meyer Fishbein's bibliography
("ADP and Archives," American Archivist, 1975) and is somewhat
broader in scope, although it excludes non-English language
works included by Fishbein and Michael Roper ("ADP in
Archives," Journal of the Society of Archivists, 1977). Unlike
Fishbein's topical arrangement, Kesner's entries are arranged
alphabetically by author. Access is facilitated by the inclusion of
author, subject, and journal indexes. In addition to being current,
the primary advantage of this work is the annotation, which is
generally concise, accurate, and useful. The well-designed layout
facilitates use, although proofreading errors do detract.
This bibliography is a valuable tool and will be used by many
archivists. Its coverage of the management of machine-readable
records and the use of automated techniques in archives is
thorough. The selection of material from related fields has,
however, been less effective. Since the bibliography is designed for
use by novices, as well as advanced readers, the inclusion of
additional works explaining the basic operating principles of
modern computers would have been beneficial. (A brief but useful
introduction is provided by James Joyce's article, "Hardware for
the Humanist: What You Should Know and Why," in the
Sept./Oct. 1977 issue of Computers and the Humanities.) In the
area of library automation and information science, one cannot be
comprehensive, but consistent guidelines must be adopted and
should be explained to the user. The entries here appear to have
been chosen somewhat haphazardly. Joseph Becker and Robert
Hayes' Information Storage and Retrieval (1963) is included, but
the updated version of that book (Lauren B. Doyle, Information
Retrieval and Processing, 1975) is not. Nor is Hayes and Becker's
Handbook of Data Processing for Libraries (2nd ed., 1974)
included. Introduction to PLI1 Programming for Library and
Information Science (1972), coauthored by Susan Artandi, is
included, but Ms. Artandi's more general Introduction to
Computers in Information Science (2nd ed., 1972) is not. The
Journal of Library Automation appears to be the only journal in
this area systematically reviewed. I am surprised that no articles
from the Journal of the A merican Socieuy for Information Science
were included. These inadequacies make the inclusion of 42
citations concerning quantitative research questionable.
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Compiling a bibliography for a new and developing field is a
difficult but necessary task. This bibliography is a worthy
accomplishment and will be widely appreciated by archivists.
H. Thomas Hickerson
Cornell University

The Smith and Telfer PhotographicCollection of The New York
State Historical Association. Cooperstown: New York State
Historical Association, 1978. 125 pp. 304 illustrations. Cloth.
$18.75.
Any archivist responsible for a collection of local history
photographs would do well to study this book. Not only is it a
catalog of 304 photographs selected from a collection of 55,000
images representing the life work of local professional photographic partners, it is also a model of the processing, preservation,
and cataloging of a collection that depicts and documents 100 years
of life in the small town of Cooperstown, New York. This catalog
and the exhibition it records, made possible by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts, were presented to the public as
the culmination of years of work on a collection of photographs,
mostly in glass plate negative form, first acquired in 1951.
The town this collection visually-documents is as unique as the
vast collection. Founded in 1786 by the father of James Fenimore
Cooper, its beautiful setting on the shores of Otsego Lake (Lake
Glimmerglass in Cooper's books) naturally led to its becoming a
summer resort town early in its history. History is greatly respected
in Cooperstown. The New York State Historical Association is
headquartered in Fenimore House, a museum of cultural history.
There is a research library, the Farmers Museum and Village
Crossroads, Seminars on American Culture held each summer, and
the Cooperstown Graduate Studies Program in History Museums,
American Folk Culture and the .Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Objects. Also of note is the National Baseball Hall of Fame
and Museum, in the town where the game of baseball was
invented.
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The first impression of Cooperstown is that it must be a restored
village. Further inspection reveals it was not restored-it has been
carefully, respectfully maintained for its nearly 200 years.
Perhaps this sense of history partly explains the dedication and
perseverance of the many staff members who worked on this
immense photographic collection during the twenty-seven years
since its acquisition, and the willingness of local foundations to
begin the funding of the work.
Three essays provide an introduction to the collection and
greatly add to the usefulness of the catalog as a reference work for
archivists of photographic collections. Unquestionably the essays
help every reader to appreciate the collection and enjoy the
photographs selected for the catalog. The biographical history,
"The Studio of Smith and Telfer" by Gerard F. Reese, gives
insight into the professional capabilities of the partners who made
this visual record of life and events in Cooperstown.
"Photographs as Historical Documents" by John A. Kouwenhoven is a well-thought-out, convincing discussion of the validity
of the use of photographs as documentary evidence. Kouwenhoven
expounds arguments for the truthfulness of photos as visual
evidence. He states that historians are only beginning to appreciate
photographs as having documentary value apart from--their
pictorial qualities and their values as illustrations. They are
historical documents and deserve to be "unmolested" by cropping
or retouching for aesthetic or publication reasons. He alludes to
the very subjective judgment and interpretation of photos used in
Wisconsin Death Trip.
Jose Orraca, a leading American photographic conservator who
consulted with the New York State Historical Association on the
Smith and Telfer collection, in his essay, "The Care of Glass Plate
Negatives," admonishes that we cannot judge nineteenth century
and early twentieth century photographs by the same criteria used
for present day photographs produced by high speed cameras
using high speed film. From 1853, the date of the beginning of
Washington G. Smith's career in Cooperstown, photography was
dominated by slow, cumbersome wet collodion glass plate
negatives. In 1879 dry plates of gelatin emulsion on glass were
invented. These two mediums on glass make up the bulk of the
collection. There are also some nitrate base film negatives.
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Conservator Orraca states that the archivist needs to know the
structure of the object, the process by which the image was made,
and the professional practices of photographers of the time in
order to properly treat, store, and use photographs. His
recommendations for storage, handling, and copying of glass plate
negatives are carefully delineated.
A collection of glass plate negatives of 55,000 images is stunning
in size. It is to the credit of the small staff of this upstate New York
historical agency that it was not overwhelmed by the task of
identifying, classifying, and printing. All those involved
appreciated the significance of the collection to the documentary
exposition of rural life and town development during a span of 100
years. Their work provides guidelines for other local history
collections.
Margery S. Long
Wayne State University

Disposition of Federal Records. General Services Administration,
National Archives and Records Service. Washington D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, revised 1978. 100 pp. Appendices.
Paper.
The development of a sound public records archives is dependent
on the existence of an effective records disposition system. The
National Archives recognized this principle when it first published
Disposition of Federal Records in 1949 as an aid to records administrators in their efforts to dispose of agency records that were no
longer required for fiscal, legal, or administrative purposes. In
conjunction with periodic disposition workshops, the 1949 handbook served its purpose well for many years, but the continued
growth of federal agencies in size, complexity, and systems sophistication dictated a need for revision. This new edition is the
result. It improves on the earlier manual in physical form, content,
and organization and as a result is a more effective records management tool.
Physical improvements include paper color, type selection, and
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the updatable looseleaf format. Use of white paper is easier on the
eyes because it presents a clear, sharp contrast to the type. The larger
and bolder type selected also serves to ease strain on the reader. The
updatable looseleaf format presents several advantages. Parts of the
handbook can be easily lifted for inclusion in line operation manuals. It enables easier storage and retrieval. Finally, the new format
may encourage updating at less lengthy intervals.
Content improvements and changes in organization also add to
the value of the new edition. The importance of the records disposition office and its proper place in the administrative structure is
stressed. A much needed section on the management, evaluation,
and revision of a records disposition program has been added.
Inclusion of forms and special tables such as "Appraisal Guidelines for Permanent Records" make this a much more practical tool
than was the earlier edition. It would be even more useful if an
example of each form, properly completed, had been included either
in addition to or in place of the blank forms. A few are presented in a
completed state and one form, ADP Inventory, has such precise
accompanying instructions as to preclude the need to see a completed example. Section headnotes, which were not used in the
previous manual, are an additional enhancement, as is the glossary
of terms. A mutual understanding of terminology can go a long way
toward unraveling the sometimes snarled line of communication
between agency disposers and archives preservers. Perhaps the most
striking improvement is the omission of a section contained in the
earlier edition that stressed the techniques of archival microfilming.
It did not fit logically with the other material. The new edition does
provide microfilming information, but it is added as an appendix
where it does not interfere with the logical flow of the manual.
Disposition of Federal Records is designed for use by federal
records administrators and related personnel to assist them more
adequately in disposing of needless records. It succeeds in that
purpose but is not limited to that audience. It will prove very useful
to those engaged in non-federal records disposition programs for
comparative and evaluative purposes and generally for students
who may simply want to know why and how such systems operate.
Martin McLaughlin
Michigan State Archives
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Comprehensive Guide to the Manuscripts Collection and to the
PersonalPapers in the University Archives. Compiled by Marilyn
Priestley. Seattle: University of Washington, 1980. Unpaginated.
Indexes. Cloth.
A grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities has
permitted the University Archives and the Manuscripts Division of
the University of Washington to compile and publish this
comprehensive guide to its holdings, which document the history
of the northwest region west of the Cascade crest. The public
records of the University of Washington are not included in this
guide, but the private papers of faculty and administrators are
reported.
In his introduction, Richard C. Berner provides a history of the
development of the collection, instructions for use of the guide,
and an explanation of the elements of each entry. Information is
also provided for researchers on access and photocopying.
The main body of the guide consists of an alphabetical listing of
collections. Collections relating to special projects such as the
ethnic projects and others are grouped separately.
The entries are admirably done. Each is numbered and the
descriptive text is brief but concise, furnishing an identification of
the person or organization that assembled the papers and
enumerating the important subjects to be found in them. This
guide is to be specially commended for providing some items of
information not generally given, such as accession date, level to
which processing has been done, and, when known, data on
research use which has been made of a collection, including
publications.
Important correspondents are not included in the entries but are
listed in the name index. This means that the reader can look up
names and be referred to the appropriate collection, but there is no
way to determine who the important correspondents are in a given
collection.
The subject index may trouble some users. Fourteen major
subject headings distinguishing the "main lines of human
activity" are employed. These are then broken down once or twice
into more specific terms. For instance, to identify collections
dealing with civil rights one must first go to "politics and
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government" and then to the subheading "civil rights," which is
further broken down geographically. Despite the elaborate
structure of the index entries, there is a lack of precision in many
instances. For example, to locate collections dealing with
feminism one must check the numerous entries under "politics
and government-women." Moreover, there are some inconsistencies such as entries for both "politics and government-civil
defense" and "politics and government-civilian defense" which
could lead to missing a citation.
Some assistance might have been provided for the researcher not
familiar with the fourteen main lines of human activity by listing
these categories at the beginning of the subject index. This would
permit the likeliest term to be selected at the outset. As it stands,
one is compelled to hunt randomly through the index in order to
choose a main subject heading.
Joan Rabins
Wayne State University

BRIEFLY NOTED
Guides to collections, listings, and similiar works have been
submitted to the book review section. Often these are not large
enough to warrant a full review. They may, however, be of interest
to readers of the Midwestern Archivist. Consequently, they have
been listed here with as much bibliographical information as
possible.
This initial appearance of "Briefly Noted" also contains
references to a few writings that merited reviews, but since
considerable time has elapsed since their publication, they have
been noted here instead.
Contributions to this section and for reviews are welcomed and
may be sent directly to the book review editor.
1. Index to the American Jewish Archives. By Paul White. New York: KTAV
Publishing House, Inc., 1979. 435 pp. Cloth, $25.00.
2. Archives of Appalachia Newsletter, Volume III, Special Supplement, July
1981. Johnson City: East Tennessee State University. A guide to audio and
visual recordings of Appalachian folk culture and regional history.
3. Archival Management Forms for the Eighties. Pullman: Pyramyridan Press,
1978. 10 pp. Paper, $3.00.
4. Listing of Archival Supplies and Services. By Michael Kohl. Milwaukee:
Library Council of Metropolitan Milwaukee, 1980. 11 pp. Paper.
5. Inventory of the Jonathan Prentiss Dolliver Papers, 1860-1935. By Bonnie
Michael and Joyce Giaquinta. Iowa City: Iowa State Historical Department,
1978. 130 pp. Indexes. Paper.
6. How to Preserve Local Union Records for Legal and Historical Purposes.
Milwaukee: Library Council of Metropolitan Milwaukee. 10 pp. Paper.
7. CentralOhio Local Government Records at the Ohio HistoricalSociety. By
Karen Matusoff. Columbus: Ohio Historical Society, 1978. 38 pp. Paper,
$2.00.
8. Paper and Leather Conservation: A Manual. By Paul Mucci. The Mid
Atlantic Regional Archives Conference, 1978. 51 pp. Bibliography. Paper.
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Guide to the Microfilm of the Records of Pennsylvania's Revolutionary
Governments 1755-1790. By Roland Baumann. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission, 1978. 351 pp.
Cloth, $10.00;
paper, $7.00.
Inventory of County Records, Ringgold County. By Mark Jones. Iowa City:
Iowa State Historical Department, 1978. 44 pp. Paper.
Voices from the St. Croix Valley: A Guide to the Oral History Collection.
By Mary Hageman. River Falls: University of Wisconsin-River Falls, 1978.
49 pp. Index. Paper.
The Winthrop College Archives and Special Collections: A Guide to the
Records Relating to Winthrop College. By Ron Chepesiuk. Rock Hill:
Winthrop College, 1979. 41 pp. Index. Paper.
Social Welfare History Archives: Guide to Holdings. By David Klaassen and
William Wallach. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1979. 55 pp.
Paper, $1.00.
Guide to the Archives and Manuscripts in the University of WisconsinPlattevilleArea Research Center. By Kathryn Otto. Madison: State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, 1978. 17 pp. Index. Paper.
Guide to the Archives and Manuscripts in the University of WisconsinStout Area Research Center. By Gayle Martinson. Madison: State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, 1978. 25 pp. Index. Paper.
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